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1.0 DEFINITION AND ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVES 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this paper is to diagram options available for 

alt~rnative program structures for the PBES transportation program for 

review and discussion by the NTS Coordinating Committee, State Agencies, 

and the Bureau of Programs and Budget. 

The alternatives developed include cons·ideration of the hierarchial 

stratification of the transportation program structure from the· major 

program level to the element level; program measures including impact 

indicators, element outputs and element need/demand estimators; and 

representative goals and objective statements for consideration by the 

NTS Coordinating Committee. Program measures are presented here as a 

mixture of generic classes and measures and will be subject to further 

refinement during the course of this study. 

Alternatives have been examined in terms of their utility as a 

framework for program evaluation as well as their framework for program 

budget cost assignment/allocation and their implications with respect 

to conceptual, operational and policy issues. 

It has become evident through the course of this study that there are 

several levels of PBES transportation structure refinement which must be 

considered. At the first level are refinements which can be immediately 

implemented, and utilize currently available data. Far more significant, 

however, in terms of the overall objectives of PBES, are refinements which 
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will require substantial commitment to the collection and analysis of 

relevant data. It is through these refinements that PBES would seem to 

offer the greatest opportunities to enhance the decision making process, 

particularly with respect to the identification and presentation of relevant 

program information to concerned decision makers and the development of mote 

systematic analysis and evaluation tools. It is likely that this process 

of refinement wi 11 span many years, and thus considerable attent·ion 

given during the course of this study to implications relevant to possibl!· 

future transportation program structure development. 

~1any conclusions and recommendations based upon previous study tas 

are made with respect to the transportation program structure within this 

paper in the process of reducing the problem of defining and ana1yz·ing 

aHer-natives to a manageable size. These conclusions themselves are far 

1,2ss important than the process by which they were reached. A nmjor· 

,yi:Jjective of this paper is to clearly define what PBES can and cannot 

th respect to transportation decision making. 
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1.2 APPROACH TO ALTERNATIVE STRUCTURE DEFINITION liND ANALYSIS 

Initial attempts to define and analyze alternative PBES transportation 

structures were focused upon the development of alternatives at the program, 

sub-program and category levels. Subsequently, these alternatives were 

synthesized into a number of different possible structural combinations 

which seemed likely candidates for further analysis. 

---------------8 

The structural alternatives considered were hypothesized from a wide 

variety of sources including 1) the current transportation program structure, 

2) structures obtained as a result of a review of the transportation program 

structures in other states which have a progr·am budgeting system, 3) notes 

and other documentation resulting from discussions and interviews with 

executives responsible for a wide spectrum of the activities of the State 

Department of Highways and Transportation, including those responsible for 

the overall planning function, advanced planning, urban planning, environ

mental impact analysis, urban mass transit, ports development and railroads, 

4) structures which had been previously proposed for the transportation 

program in Michigan and rejected for one reason or another, and 5) "ori gina l" 

structures. 

It soon became apparent that the number of possible combinations of 

structural alternatives which seemed to exhibit a basic cohesion was 

almost infinite. Thus it was necessary to develop a filtering process which 

reduced this to a manageable set of alternatives with which to work. The 

mechanism used for this "filtering" consisted of a careful definition of 

constraints which had been identified on the structure which have been 
I 

either defined or implied by results of the conclusions of the first three 

tasks of this study. The necessity of carefully defining other constraints 
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and considerations relative to the structure stemming from the basic 

characteristics of transportation facility development and operation was 

also recognized. 

The development and definition of these constraints resulted in a 

preliminary definition of certain features of the structure as well as 

guidelines on preferred structural stratification and these allowed a 

con so 1 ida ted set of e 1 even a 1 terna ti ves to be deve 1 oped for further ana 1 ':. 

Evaluation criteria were then developed which provided the basic 

of reference and decision rules for consideration of the consequences 

implications of each alternative. These evaluation criteria provided a 

means of focusing the attention of the analysis on the most significant 

considerations, and allowed for later refinement of the deta'ils of the 

structure. 

As a consequence of the definition of constraints on the structure 

and evaluation criteria, it became clear that there were several consid~ 

erations which overwhelmingly would indicate the nature of the fr·amework 

in terms of program, program category, sub-category and element definiti<111S, 

Program measures, including impact indicators, outputs and need/demar;d 

es matm' alternatives were developed by a "shopping Hst" approach from 

B,ll so•,;rces previously'mentioned plus the data element requirements for 

1974 National Transportation Study. These generic program measures shou'ld 

ccmsidered as fixed or final. However, as wH1 be discussed 'I 

d be considered as alternatives to be discussed and consider·t•HI 

th•" State Department of Highways and Transportation and the NTS 

Com"dinating Committee. 
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1.3 BASIC PBES TRANSPORTATION PROGRAM CONSIDERATION 

The first consideration in any analysis is a careful definition of the 

problem. The definition and subsequent analysis of alternative structures 

for the Michigan Transportation and Communication Program is a multi

dimensional program with an almost endless number of possibilities, requiring 

consideration of many subtle but important implications of any alternative 

considered. This definition and analysis performed must be in the framework 

of the recognition of the purpose which the program structure itself is 

intended to serve. 

Levels of Analysis 

The major function of the PBES structure is to provide a program 

budgeting and program evaluation process through which decisions on the 

allocation of state funds can be more clearly identified with the impacts 

which will accrue to people, the environment and other institutions. This 

approach clearly will result in more rational and better decisions. There 

are several ways a cohesive PBES structure can contribute to the achieve

ment of this goal from the evaluation standpoint. 

At the "ideal" level one can, at least theoretically, envision a 

process whereby all potential impacts could be quantified, with commensurate 

units of measure (dollars, utils, etc.), and mathematical transforms 

developed which would quantify interrelationships between resource expendi

tures and impacts. Resource allocation to activities would then be made on 

the basis of that combination of inputs which resulted in the highest social 

benefit output level. This is clearly not presently, and possibly never, 
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an attainable goal because of the inherent inability of defining an acceptabl'2 

single unit of measurement which would measure, for example, both the social 

disbenefits associated with transportation facilities and the economic 

benefits of a highway improvement project. 

Recognizing this problem, the next level of analysis which would be 

postulated as being important to the decision making process would cons·ist 

of a linkage (or mathematical transform) between resource allocation to 

an activity and the change in some surrogate measure (i.e., an impact 

indicator) for social or economic benefits or disbenefits, such as· 

troansportati on fata 1 iti es. Trade-offs between these factors would be a 

subjective process, based upon values of society and the decision makers .. 

In our society "standards" often play this role by prescribing maximum 

s of impacts to 1 erab 1 e, i . e. , air qua 1 ity standards promulgated by 

En vi ronmenta 1 Protection Agency. For some expenditures, the quant'i ta· 

tive definition of the output/impact relationship is an achieveable 

objective with currently available data; for some transforms, data could be 

readily collected;others would require a massive study effort to collect 

and analyze requisite data; still others are not ammenable to quantification 

ilt all. The latter category would include all benefits (or d·isbenefits) 

ell: •occv·ued differently to various socio-economic strata of the 

population. These impacts are by their very nature subjective, and thus 

noot mrmPnDble to quantification. 

i\ til! 1 eve 1 view of the program eva 1 uat ion and analysis rwoces s 

d be one which advocates the proposition that even though data is not 

.Jvilil<lble with which analytical linkages can be established between 

r,nlmll1i tures and impacts, or even though the measures chosen may be somewhat 
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subjective, the greater the amount of relevant information which is brought 

to bear on the decision making process the higher the probability that 

better and more rational decisions will result. 

Starting from a base of very little information on which to base 

decisions, marginal benefits to be obtained from small increases in infor

mation available can be very significant. If some cause-effect transforms 

can be derived from available data, so much the better from a decision 

making standpoint. 

It has become clear during the course of this study that the latter 

view of possibilities for enhancement and refinement of PBES represent the 

only realistic expectation from this study effort. Where possible, 

information requirements have been scoped with a view toward the future 

when more comprehensive assessment tools will be available (for example, 

a Michigan Regional Input/Output Model for analysis of economic impacts). 

The problem of the definition and analysis of alternatives was thus 

focused on scoping what information is relevant to bring to bear on the 

decision making process and developing a program structure which provides 

a logical interrelationship between these levels of information. The 

structure itself should be stratified in a manner to provide a large 

incremental amount of relevant information through the cost assignment/ 

allocation process by displaying the level of effort, in terms of dollar 

and people resources, which are to be brought to bear on problems and 

issues of state concern. The structure must thus provide a framework for 

focusing the attention of this cost assignment on a stratification which 

parallels the hierarchy of policy responses to important transportation 

issues and problems. 
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Transportation System/Socio-Economic Conditions Interrelationships 

Another important conceptual consideration in the definition of 

alternative structures must be the recognition that transportation systems 

iH'e not an "end" in and of themselves, but are rather a means of accom

plishing other social and economic objectives. This observation has tfwee 

immediate and important implications. First of all, ultimate impacts M'e 

probably not to be gleaned even through massive data collection and analys i 

efforts. For example, the availability of port facilities will provide ,c; 

'IC economic viability to the location of certain types of industries in 

the State. These industries will be predominantly those which use as inputs, 

or process, commodities or raw materials with a low cost per ton. One muc;t 

der seriously whether or not the expansion of these industries is 

''ncouraged or discouraged from the standpoint of the contribution of the' 

relationship of these types of industry to the social, economic and 

environmental climate of the state. 

The second implication of this observation is that the resulting 

lTil11Sportati on program structure, if defined properly, wi 11 necesstwrly 

'c'\IB vilst'!y different characteristics than the program structure for a 

such as protection of persons and property, where the ''end" 

objective of reduction in crime may be unambiguously defined, quantified, 'iS 

r;ot controvel"sial and progress toward achieving the objective cail be m(iiJ''Ii' ,,,,, 

is dearly pointed out by thE; -lmp,>sse r'esulting fnlill 

by State agencies, the NTS Coordinating Committee and the Bureau 

Pn::grams and Budget to define and agree upon transportation objecti V<'! 

;,10i'lts< ar.d impact indicators. 
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The reason for the importance in distinction is that cause-effect 

relationships between a transportation system and socio-economic parameters 

are not unilateral; they are interactive and bilateral. 

Examples of this bilateral interaction-are endless. High population 

density in an urban area necessitates some form of mass transit; imple

mentation of a mass transit system will tend to encourage still greater 

population density.- A highly interconnected interurban highway system is 

necessary for existing industry to ~etain its competitive advantage vis

a-vis similar industries in other states; the development of this inter

connected network will allow new industries to achieve a competitive 

economic advantage _and will thus locate along the system; these new industries 

in turn place additional demands on the system necessitating further devel

opment, etc., etc. 

The implications of these observations on PBES for the transportation 

program are quite clear. First of all, because of the bilateral interaction 

between the transportation system and the economY and the interaction between 

the transportation system and social well being, the unidirectional 

analytical framework of PBES, as shown in Figure 3-1, may present a 

considerably less than complete picture of social and economic impacts of 

the State's transportation system. This would seem to be an oversight in 

the development of the "principles and logic" of PBES. As we shall see, 

however, this drawback should not significantly diminish the utility of PBES 

to improve the transportation resource allocation/decision making process. 

It does, however, imply that the concept of impact "targets" is not relevant 

to social and economic objectives for transportation. It is relevant to 

safety and environmental impacts, however, as discussed in Section 1.8.3. 
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FIGURE 3-1 

PBES ANALYTICAL RELATIONSHIPS 
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To the extent meaningful social and economic impact indicators can be 

defined, they have been in the course of this study although they really 

reflect surrogates for true impacts. The mutual interactions are clearly 

only accessible through closed loop modelling of a transportation system. 

A large multi-million dollar study effort which resulted in such a closed 

loop model system was developed as a part of the U. S. Department of 

Transportation's Northeast Corridor Transportation Project. The basic 

framework for such an evaluation is shown in Figure 3-2. 

The basic process modelled considers the demand for transportation to 

be based upon trip origin destination attractions stratified by trip purpose. 

A number of mode-free attributes such as trip time, trip cost and frequency 

of service is used to define modal split of these trips based upon measured 

demand elasticities. A mathematical demand model projects th·is demand, in 
' 

terms of number of passenger trips or freight tonnage based upon a given 
I 

transportation system confi guratioln physi ca 1 and operation characteristics. 

Resulting economic and social impacts resulting from the spatial distribu

tion of trip origin-destination/trip purpose stratifications are hypothesized 

and changes in these socio-economic indicators projected. These resulting 

changes create different levels of demand on the transportation system. An 

equilibrium, in terms of mathematical and economic convergence of the 

iterative process is eventually reached, which would represent the state 

of the social and economic conditions indirectly as of a given point in time. 

Clearly such a comprehensive analysis tool will not be developed for the 

Michigan transportation structure overnight. Thus a high degree of emphasis is 

placed in this report on the acquisition and display of relevant information 

with which the bilateral interaction can be approximated for the transportation 

program. 
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FIGURE 3-2 

EXAMPLE CLOSED LOOP INTERACTIVE MODEL SYSTEM SIMULATION FRAMEWORK 
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This bilateral interaction is not the case with respect to environmental 

and safety impacts, however. Here, State personnel found it fairly easy to 

identify impact indicators, although there was no general agreement on 

specific subcategory impact indicators for different reasons - the inability 

to agree on appropriate units of measure. This aspect is discussed in 

Section 1.8.3. 

The third important implication of this observation is that evaluation 

of the transportation program effectiveness and impacts cannot be neatly 

separated from the analysis and evaluation of the transportation planning 

process. The "ends" involved are considered in a planning process which 

explicitly or implicitly articulates social and economic goals and 

objectives and considers the bilateral interrelationships between the 

transportation system and regional social and economic characteristics. A 

transportation system is placed in this scenario in order to provide a 

mechanism for the achievement of these goals. Thus, miles of highway to 

be constructed, or number of buses to be acquired might represent legitimate 

surrogates for transportation program objectives if these objectives have 

been defined as an outgrowth of a truly comprehensive planning process. To 

the extent that the NTS can consolidate the results of such planning 

processes, as constrained by program funding realities, transportation 

program objectives could be tied to measures of progress toward completion 

of Michigan's 1980 Program. It would seem clear that this would be a long

term goal and probably not practical or meaningful during the 1974 NTS. 

It is impossible to view structural alternatives without reference to 

their resource allocation implications, and their implication on the quantity 

and quality of information which they make available to the executive and 
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legislative decision making and review process. As discussed, in the 

short run, it is in this area that perhaps the greatest gains are to be 

realized, with comprehensive explicable allocation procedures based on 

·impact trade-offs to come perhaps years later as information base and 

analytical procedures are developed. 
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1.4 TRANSPORTATION PROGRAM STRUCTURE CONSTRAINTS 

The first three tasks of this study constituted 1) a review of 

Michigan's resource allocation decision making process in terms of: 

participants in the process and their roles; funding sources and constraints; 

legislative and institutional factors; state, local, regional and federal 

government roles and linkages; and the identification of potential changes 
' 

in these factors; 2) an assessment of the applicability of available resource 

allocation techniques and methodologies to the analyzation of cost/impact 

interrelationships at the aggregate level of state planning and programming; 

3) an assessment of transportation program structures in other states; and 

4) a review of the current PBES structure in terms of the definition of 

conceptually and operationally valid outputs and impact indicators which 

reflect a funding/impact relationship controllable by the concerned agency, 

as well as modal trade-off implications of resulting generic classes of 

element outputs and impact indicators. 

The results of performing these tasks provided much valuable infor

mation which provided basic considerations for the transportation program 

structure alternatives and constraints on the refinement of the structure. 

Perhaps the most significant conclusion of these tasks is the 

observation that the revised program structure should be modal at some 

level in the hierarchy. A wide variety of considerations has led to 

this conclusion. The primary consideration which leads one to this 

conclusion is derived from the fact that transportation is a means to 

achieving broader social and economic objectives and not an end in itself. 

Thus with transportation the most important stratification is probably 

based on considerations related to trip purpose and interzonal trip 

origin/destination. 
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Alternatives cannot be defined and eva 1 uated without reference to modal 

characteristics. Given a transportation mode with these travel demands 

specified, modal choice is a function of parameters such as travel time, 

frequency of service, trip cost, and the ammenities of the system. These 

factors are pre-defined by the physical attributes of the vehicle and 

guideway for each mode. Thus, each mode competes with each other mode from 

the standpoint of its economic and service attributes. 

A second consideration which supports this conclusion is the fact 

that transportation systems have traditionally developed along modal"ly 

oriented "lines. State government transportation functions are, at some 

level in the structure, modally oriented. Perhaps a major contributing 

factor here is the fact that Federal government funding plays a large e 

in tr·ansportation system development in the United States. Federal Fundin9 

j:H'ograms have always been modally oriented in terms of restrictions on 

use and probably will continue to be so, at least for the next few years. 

Federal-Aid-Highway Acts have distributed funds, primarily on a formula 

basis, from the highway trust fund to states for use on highway projects .. 

The 19/2-1973 Act may a 11 ow the use of a portion of these funds for certai i1 

:rnss tr·ansit uses, but nevertheless the mass transit portion will not be 

aviJ'il?:bie for use in a port facility improvement project. Similarly the 

Airport and Airway Development Act, the Urban Mass Transit Act, etc. 

"i"'"" ict the use of funds to modal uses. Current State transportation 

,10 on and funding is also modally oriented. Act 5'1, as modif-ied, 

plilces very clear highway use restrictions on the use of the 8 1/2¢ gas 

LH, and an urban mass transit orientation on the use of the remain·ing 1 
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Another consideration is the fact that the state government's role 

is different for different modes. With highways, the state has a 

legislated role oriented to providing highways and highway related services. 

With Mass Transit, the state government's role is limited to providing 

funding and planning assistance to regional agencies. The role in Aeronautics 

encompasses elements of both of these. With ports, railroads, and pipelines, 

the role of the state government is oriented toward promotion of investments 

for system improvement by the private sector to enhance state objectives, as 

well as regulation to protect the public interest. This would lead one to 

the conclusion that transportation should be oriented to State Function at 

some level in the stratification in order to accomodate these variations in 

state government roles. 

A final consideration indicating a modal orientation of the program 

structure is the modal orientation of transportation planning processes. 

Because of the different physical characteristics of the modes and because 

of the limited number of choices for modal trade-offs for given origin

destination/trip purpose desires (i.e., urban highways vs urban mass transit) 

as economically viable alternatives {i.e., rail for cross country passenger 

trips does not, in most cases, present an economically viable alternative 

to air travel), existing transportation planning has an overwhelmingly modal 

orientation. Changes are occurring in this area, as evidenced by the DOT 

unified work program, the FHWA action plan process and potential reorgan

ization of the State Department of Highways and Transportation. But in 

all cases, alternatives to be examined in the planning process must have 

definitive modal characteristics. 
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Another attribute of the refined transportation program which would 

appear desirable based upon the initial task results is that a geographic 

distinction be included, i.e., urban vs rural vs interurban transportation. 

Consideration in reaching this conclusion would include the fact, again, 

that this represents a major stratification by trip purpose and td p Oi'i 11 

destination. Consequently, these geographic distinctions allow comparison 

of modal and network alternatives most directly. 

Federal Government funding programs and research and development 

vHies are oriented to an urban/rural/interurban distinction in 

r·ecognition of the different travel needs by geographic area and trip 

purpose. Examples of this orientation include UMTA activities, the 

sep~.ration of highway funds by urban system, interstate and other c·: 

FM 1rirport funding distinctions between general aviation and air· Ccli": :e" 

airports serving urban areas. The 1g72 NTS results clearly poi otlt 

9l"eat differences in transportation needs between urban, rura 1 and intert.wb<u> 

tr·ave 1. 

Another distinction which should be clearly reflected in the strati" 

on of the transportation program structure is the explicit di 

t•,"Elnsportation system maintenance vs improvement vs new construction. 

!\ n;;view of the 1972 NTS results clearly reveals that the State has a 

·investment in its in-place transportation faci 1 i ties and s truct\.w.ce:;. 

'c ,,,, en~nce of this capital stock is early a fi 

~nocation of transportation resources. The only Temaining resource 

allocation question is the mechanism whereby, at the project leve'l, 

? er-n 

!!ten;; nee standards are set with respect to safety and oUJ•2t' con:; idm-..< t! G,;; 

would seem to be very minimal social and economic impacts assoc·i 
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with system maintenance, although safety and environmental considerations 

are relevant. 

Transportation system improvements must necessarily result in economic 

and social impacts if there was any rationale to the improvements in the 

first place. These improvements, for all modes, must somehow be related to 

considerations of improved service (i.e., capacity improvements), safety or 

to correct structural deficiencies. PBES could here best be oriented toward 

the analysis of the :relationship between resources expended and resulting 

incremental safety or service improvements. 

Finally, the major impacts which are controllable result from new 

construction activity. Promotion of the understanding of new construction 

impacts via the collection, display and analysis of relevant data is 

probably the greatest contribution PBES can make with respect to improvement 

of the transportation resource allocation decision making process. 

Consideration of the impacts of new construction impacts, however, 

must start with the evaluation of the planning process which led up to the 

construction activity. It is at this point, and only at this point, in 

the decision making process, where a significant degree of control over 

social, economic, environmental and safety impacts is a viable option. 

Figure 4-1 shows diagramatically this sequence of activities. The flow 

depicted here is clearly unilateral. You cannot budget funds for a project 

unless you have a plan which has been casted out. Once having implemented 

the project, you cannot go back and replan it. You are constrained at this 

point by the consequences of the plans in terms of its entire ensemble of 

impacts. 
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This observation has still further consequences to the PBES structure. 

Figure 4-2 depicts the transportation planning process for public transpor

tation facilities diagramatically. Most transportation planning processes 

are characterized by a long lead time, perhaps eight or more years, between 

the planning of a transportation system and its implementation, and thus a 

PBES planning horizon must be considerably extended from a "next fiscal year" 

look at the budget. 

The process by which the decisions are reached also bears upon the 

characteristics and constraints of a desirable transportation structure. 

First of all, the program structure should clearly be based on a separation 

of responsibility and accountabi 1 i ty. This r·equi res a careful analysis of 

current state government functions coupled with an analysis of decision 

makers, and their roles, in the transportation system planning process. 

As Figure 4-2 shows, the transportation planning process beings with a 

consideration of the goals and objectives of the region or state. This 

figure is reflective of the planning of transportation systems for public 

needs. 

These objectives are explicitly or implicitly articulated with 

respect to the broad spectrum of regional and state socio-economic goals 

and objectives. These goals and objectives may be considerably different 

from region to region depending on the socio-economic characteristics of 

the region. Thus, decisions which are best for one region are not 

necessarily best for another. Another feature depicted by this diagram is 

the interaction between the transportation system planning and project 

planning functions. For highway and airport system planning, the role 

of this interaction is two-fold. First of all, it provides a mechanism 

for the consideration of Michigan economic development and social well-
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being goals and objectives. Secondly, it insures that an orderly state

wide development process can be maintained which provides interregional 

1 i nkages. 

Another characteristic of this planning process is that there is no 

unified, cohesive set of decision makers. Technical advice on social, 

environmental, economic and safety aspects of proposed alternatives is 

often supplied by state agencies, but the evaluation and trade-offs between 

proposed alternatives, .which specified and defined ultimate impacts, is 

performed by a wide variety of decision makers, including the public, elected 

officials, planning agency personnel, state agency personnel, legislative 

bodies, etc. Thus, since better planning results in better decisions, the 

PBES structure should focus considerable attention on the transporation 

Rlanning function. 

Rail, port and other cargo faci 1 ities improvements and construction 

decisions are made by corporations or individuals based upon their 

assessment of the economic viability of the proposed project. Other than 

approval role, the State has virtually no role in these decisions at all, 

and they must react. This is especially true with respect to rail 

abandonment plans, etc. 

Still another important stratification which should be made in the 

program structure is the distinction between cargo movement and people 

movement. In many cases, transportation facilities are jointly used by 

both, which presents many problems from an analytical standpoint. Never

theless, cargo movement is vital to the state industry and inter-industry 

economic relationships, whereas people movement is related to objectives 

more closely aligned with social well-being. The service levels available 

for cargo movement in terms of capacity, shipping time, shipping cost, 

frequency of service, etc. are important considerat-ions here. 
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-- ---------------- ------------~ 

As a final, and very important observation with respect to the 

refinement of the program structure, the structure should provide a clear' 

means of identifying how things should be, not how they are. Thus, the 

focus of attention should be upon transportation related functions wh-ich 

are necessary to the achievement of the overall objective without r~£~d_ 

to whether these functions are currently being performed or studied by 

any state agency. For example, program measures with respect to the 

economic impact of railroad abandonment would seem to be useful in the 

decision making process even though Michigan's current role with respect 

to railroads is a predominantly regulatory one. The presentation and 

dissemination of this information will tend to focus attention on the 

in<l£JI1itude of the problem and possible pol icy options. 

A final consideration in the definition and analysis of alternative:; 

-~ '; the inherent disparity and mi'sa 1 i gnment between programs and _()rg_a_n_ix<ct~! ',-' 

The state government is organized partially by function and partially by 

Pl"ogram in a quasi "matrix" type organization. At the current time, the 

Oi'9<mizational structure of the State Department of Highways and Transpor'~ 

on is not totally definitized. However, it is recognized that an 

zational alignment at some level in the transportat"ion program 

s1v'uctvwe -Is an ·important consideration, and perhaps constraint wh-ich cotdd 

transcend "analytical" justification of the structure. 

H ''"''"'; recognized in this study, as a conclusion of the rev,iew of'·' 

.·:.c;;t: on program str·uctures, that compati bi I ity w·i th curTe!Tt 

:~Ccotmt·ing structures and systems, including the bas-ic chart of accounts" 

is, an ·important consideration. The Bureau of Programs and Budget have 

c;Jted a desire to prefer organizational alignments at some poh1t in 

,, :str'ucture in order to relieve the necessity for a budget "ct'osswalk," 
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In addition, other considerations included in the guidelines issued by 

the Bureau of Programs and Budget were considered as constraints on the 

structure. These program plan refinement guidelines, issued in May, 1973, 

are included here for the sake of completeness: 

1. Each element should have organizational integrity. That is, it 

should equate to a sub-departmental organization unit having a 

single effective management head and be subject to direct cost 

assignment. 

2. Each element should permit direct cost assignment to an appro

priation unit on a one to one basis or on the basis of an aggregation 

of whole appropriation units or a dissaggregation of one appropriation 

unit. 

3. Elements must have clearly defined cost sensitive primary output 

or workload measures which uniquely express leading v;ork products 

or workload contributions. 

4. Where elements, because of their functional complexity, give 

evidence of cost sensitive secondary output or workload measures 

which in turn generate primary output or workload measures. Sub

elements should be established in accordance with guideline 1. 

5. Where elements functionally cross institutional boundaries, sub

elements representing individual institutions should be established 

together with cost sensitive output and workload measures. 

6. Sub-category impact indicators should be of two types - one, 

indicators which are highly sensitive to all sub-category element 

output or workload measures, and two, indicators which are sensitive 

to relevant external variables. 
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7. Categories should be assigned objectives and impact indicators 

which logically address the ultimate purpose and measure of the 

combined effect of sub-category programs. 

8. While there is no ceiling on the number of program measures which 

can be identified, the fewer.the better from the standpoint of 

program analysis. 



1.5 PROGRAM MEASURES 

Quantifiable program measures which have been defined include generic 

classes of impact indicators, output measures, and need/demand estimators. 

These measures have been defined without regard to data avai 1 ability. 

These program measures are defined in subsequent sections of this report 

at their level in the proposed structure. It is clearly recognized that 

the alternatives presented do not include a totally exhaustive list of all 

possibilities, but hopefully major program considerations have been included 

in the measures to be considered. These measures should not be considered 

as final, or the ultimate achieveable. Some refinement of these measures 

should be possible through the 1974 NTS, and refinement should be considered 

an on-going process. Questions relating to desireable units of measure are 

also addressed. 

Throughout this study definitions of program measures have been 

referenced to impact indicator, output measure, need/demand estimator, 

definitions contained in PBES memorandum 71-13. Ttiese definitions are: 

Impact Indicator - A quantitat~ve expression of the objective 

statement; a measure which describes the effect programs 

have upon individuals, the environment, or other institutions. 

·Output Measure - Quantifiable units produced as a result of activities 

carried out at the element level. 

Need/Demand Estimator - A quantitative measure of the magnitude of a 

problem which is related to the required size of an element's 

output production in response to that problem. 
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1.6 DATA CONSIDERATIONS 

Data availability must form an important consideration in the select:ion 

of fi na 1 program measures. Some compromise between the Bureau of Program': 

and Budget and the State Department of Highway and Transportation will be 

necessary to achieve a workable cost assignment procedure and program 

measures. 

As has been previously discussed, a comprehensive assessment of data 

;wa·ilability was clearly beyond the scope of this study. Many of the 

:;n·ogram measures selected will be available as an output of the 1974 NTS. 

Others will require varying degrees of effort required to collect, aggregate 

and analyze data. 

Ca~·eful study may be necessary, in some cases, to weigh the cost of 

lection of requisite data against its utility for inclusion in PBES. 

A~H:in, the 1974 NTS Coordinating Committee should provide a mechanism 

consideration of these issues. 

Another consideration with respect to program measure data will incl 

, degr·ee of sensitivity associated with the data, as well as the cred·i--

iill1 Highly credible data items would ·include number of miles of s "''' 

! i ne , nwnber of airports, etc. 

Dato which involves professional judgement and aggregation of more 

i!t diit<l is considerably more subjectill(~ in natur·e. An example 

peak time travel speeds ·for m·b;m highways. At sti n a.noiJh' 

IE·vfd is data which has been estimated solely on the basis of profess·iona·i, 

judqement and opinion. An example of this would be rail abandonment pl,rw~; 

chigan. At the far extreme of the spectr·um would be data wtr!ch would 
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require a massive study effort, and still be based in part on subjective 

factors. 

No consideration has been given in this study to the definition of a 

more dynamic presentation of data in terms of the use of time-based data 

from which significant trends could be observed. This would seem to be a 

very worthwhile consideration for further refinement of the transportation 

program. It would, however, require a reconsideration of the entire PBES 

framework to be compatible with data presentation for other programs. 

An example of the use of time-based graphical data is contained in 

the State of Oregon's 1973-1974 Executive Budget. Oregon has used 

graphical displays of significant trends based on data developed for the 

1974 National Transportation Study. 

Another worthwhile concept to consider would be the display of 

statistical data. For example, the statistical frequency distribution 

of highway capacity deficiencies, etc. would seem to be more illuminating 

than the use of a point measure. Other examples as related to impact 

indicators are presented in Section 1.8.3. 
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1.7 PROGRAM LEVEL 

1.7.1 DEFINITION 

Figure 7-1 shows that there are two logical possibilities at the 

program level. The program currently encompasses both Transportation and 

Communication. 

Transportation is a means of transferring people or goods from one 

geographi ca 1 1 ocati on to another. Communi cation is a means of transferri n;~J 

"'rorcts, ideas and messages from one point to another. The basic purposr" 

of the program structure is to provide a logical framework to organize 

goals and objectives so that activities of different organizational units 

desi qned to accomplish simi 1 ar results can be reviewed within the pr·oqv·Bm 

•:ontr2xL Transportation and Communication are conceptually s·imfla.r but 

operationally totally dissimilar. There would seem to be no ·informat'itm 

to possibly be gained by their consolidation. Therefore, the communications 

functions related to regulatory aspects should probably be transferred to 

Frr,1g·ram I, those functions related to operational aspects should be 

!;;;""''· fr0rred to Program VIII, and those related to Transportation d 

:"emr'ln ·ir; tile Tro.nsportation Program. This will arlow the use of th"! 

onal level of stratification for the transportation program. 

I." PROGRilM GOALS 

The Program VI goals, as currently defined, are for both transpm"tatlon 

communication and are thus not appropriate. The current sub-qoal 

•l;Jte•nent, however, does seem to adequately describe the "desired strli;,, 

:·e ety, economy or environment" with respect to the tra.nsportat'ion 

p DZJl'am. This goa 1 statement is: 
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"To provide an integrated transportation system insuring access 
to residence, employment, recreation, public service and commerce 
with minimum social and environmental disruption." 

This would seem to be the logical candidate for use as the Transpor·

tation Program goal statement. 
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1.8 CATEGORY LEVEL DEFINITION/ANALYSIS 

1.8.1 DEFINITION 

As shown in Figure 7-1, there are five major generic classes of 

program categories which could be considered. Much of .the background for 

discussion in this section is discussed in Sections 1.3 and 1.4 of this 

paper. 

The current definition of a program category is "The state government 

program for the achievement of a subgoal." This definition does not, by 

itself, allow one to draw any conclusions on the criteria to be used in 

the selection of transportation program categories. It does, however, 

imply a hierarchial ordering of goals in terms of their level of importance. 

The key to the development of a criteria in which alternative structures 

can be analyzed from a program evaluation viewpoint is the hierarchial 

stratification of goals and objectives into increasing levels of specificity 

with respect to logical and potentially quantifiable interrelationships. 

These interrelationships should be logically sequential insofar as they 

represent a rollup of lower level measures. 

In order to proceed with an analysis of the generic classes of program 

categories it is necessary to somewhat refine the concept of an hierarchy 

of goals. There would seem to be at least six major considerations here 

with respect to transportation goals. These are: 

a. Transportation Demand Determinants 

b. Policy implications/issues 

c. Funding implications/issues 

d. "Needs" 
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e. Significance of possible trade-offs 

f. Flexibility of program options 

Perhaps the most significant consideration in developing vertically 

the stratification of the transportation program should be on the primary 

determinants of transportation demand. Trip purpose and trip origin/ 

destination are these determinants. Trip purposes represent a measure of 

the "end" objective of transportation. Thus, the levels in the structure 

should reflect some basic homogenity with respect to trip purpose. Urban, 

K'ur·a1 and interurban trip purposes display the homogenity. The possib'iii 

merging this with the trip purpose distinction between people and cav·go 

movements, as has been done by Pennsylvania, was considered. However, 

because of the joint use of transportation facilities, this strati fi cation 

d not lead to a useful stratification at lower levels in the structun~. 

Another major consideration would be levels and importance of major· 

policy issues. From this standpoint, the urban/rural interurban distinction 

would be the evident choice. The major policy issues associated with urban 

tl·ansportation problems include urban highway congestion, declining CBD 

·,'!conomic viability, use of Highway funds for mass transit, recent ~1ichig~J1 

Vransportation agency reorganization, industrial and economic development 

!h:i12s, etc. 

Funding implications and issues are another major consideration. Her'" 

funding categories, as \t,le11 ~!; b~•inq moda'lly or·'iented arf 

ly od 1 ocated based on urban, rtmld and interurban uses. ! In:,; 

federal funding programs such as highway funding and mass tr<ms·,, i 

ing, state funding through the gasoline tax receipts, as ~Jell as loc;J,i :y 

funding sources. 
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As has been mentioned previously, transportation "needs", at least 

insofar as measured by the 1972 NTNS, exhibit different characteristics 

both on a dollar per capita basis and on a modal basis. 

The most significant available transportation system trade-offs with 

respect to social, economic, environmental and safety considerations, in 

terms of influencing trip generatiop and in terms of modal choice, exist 
I 

in the urban areas. Significant trade-offs also exist for interurban 

freight movement. 

Another important consideration is the flexibility of program options. 

Here again, the choice clearly dictates a distinction between urban, rural 

and interurban transportation. One of the primary roles of the state 

government with respect to transportation is in insuring the availability 

of adequate interurban highway, aviation, rail and port systems. With 

respect to this function, there is considerable flexibility. The development 

of transportation systems in urban areas, as previously discussed, is 

primarily an urban area responsibility with financial, technical, and planning 

support from state agencies. 

Consideration was also given to the Maintenance/Improvement/New 

Construction option, as has been used by the State of Florida. This 

stratification would seem to completely obscure the basic purpose of the 

construction or maintenance function when viewed outside a modal context 

and leads to a seemingly inverted program structure from an analytical 

standpoint. 

Transportation program administration could be a category associated 

with any of the above. This function could either stay with the transportation 

program or go to Program VIII. It would seem more logical to include this 
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function in Program VIII although its presence there is not ct·ucial to the 

overall objectives of the structure. 

Regulation has not been considered as a separate category for reasons 

discussed in Section 1.9. 
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1.8.2 CATEGORY SUB-GOALS 

Since the category recommended is that which has previously been used 

as a program sub-category, the current sub-category objectives would be a 

logical candidate for use as sub-goals. Contrary to the definition of an 

objective, the current objectives are timeless and value oriented, and 

thus would be suitable for use as sub-goals. These sub-goals would be: 

URBAN CATEGORY 

To provide for goods and people movement needs in urban areas 
in order to maximize economic development and access by 
citizens to social and recreational opportunities while 
minimizing injury to life and the environment. 

RURAL/INTERURBAN CATEGORY 

To provide for goods and people movement needs ·in rural and 
interurban areas in order to maximize economic development 
and access by citizens to social and recreational opportunities 
while minimizing injury to life and the environment. 

These sub-goals do not represent a significant refinement of the overall 

program goal. Alternative definitions would necessarily involve policy 

decisions but could possibly address the promotion of comprehensive 

transportation planning processes as a means of achieving substantive 

objectives, as well as consideration of a "balanced" transportation system . 
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1.8.3 CATEGORY IMPACT INDICATORS 

The purpose of this section is to present alternative category impact 

indicators and to discuss attributes and possible selection criteria for 

each generic class identified. Much of the discussion and analysis in th·is 

section also applies to the sub-category impact indicators. There are a 

variety of conceptual and operational issues associated with the definhion 

of impact indicators at the category level. Several of these issues have 

'been noted previously in this report. Foremost among these issues is 

fact that there is a bilateral, not unilateral, interaction between the 

transportation system and the social and economic environment in which the~ 

system is located. The second major problem area is associated ~rith the ct 

that different units of measure serve different purposes in dHfen2nt s i 

tions, and can quite dramatically shift the emphasis of the data HselL 

The proposed category objective statements address four categories 

·impacts: economic, social, safety and environmental. 

:lcilnornic Impacts 

lab~ie 8-1 presents a list of generic classes of economic: i i !_, eC·l 

ici1 d be applicable to either the urbar. or r'ur;fl/interm'ban 

These generic classes reflect the various sections of the economy which are 

:,y transpot'tati on systems. 

11re S<!\l(~ra 1 ways that transpiw!:<i\:Jon 

es, First of all, the implementation of a transportation system 

In's a11 ind·irect impact on the regional tax base. These tax base 

,.,u,,:f!''l"r, are usually local in nature, and aggregation at the state levt:!! 

·,Jell show little or no net change. Furthermore, definHivc 
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TABLE 8-1 

ECONOMIC IMPACTS 

GOVERNMENT 

o TAX BASE 

o CONSTRUCTION I MAINTENANCE I OPERATING COST 

o OPERATING SUBSIDY 

o OPERATING REVENUE 

COMMERCE 

o ECONOMIC GROWTH 

o RETAIL SALES 

o EMPLOYMENT 

o WHOLESALE SALES 

o LAND VALUES 

INDUSTRIAL 

o LABOR SUPPLY 

o CLOSENESS TO MARKETS 

o ACCESS TO AIRPORT 

o CLOSENESS TO ARTERIES 

o SHIPPING TIME I COST 

PERSONAL - BY SOCIOIECONOMIC STRATA 

o TRAVEL COST 

o VALUE OF TRAVEL TIME 
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measurement of tax base changes due to transportation systems on an after"·· 

the-fact basis is not possible. It is possible to hypothesize, or estimate, 

changes in the tax base which would result from a proposed transportation 

system change, but this is not in any sense a measure. Thus, there would 

seem to be no worthwhile measure of tax base changes to include as an impact 

indicator. 

There is an obvious economic impact associated with the construct·ion, 

improvement and maintenance of transportation facilities. These impacts 

are both Qirect and indirect. The direct impacts are simply the result 

the expenditure of funds, and hence a partial reason for inclusion of 

transportation function in many states in a "Department of Public vJorks." 

These expenditures, however, create jobs, business profits, etc. and thus 

n·c:ate ind·irect economic effects which propagate throughout the state 

C"conomy. The display of the transportation program budget is a measlir~C 

direct impact. Indirect impacts could be defined with the use of an 

econometric model of the state economic function. The development of such 

a model could be considered as a future refinement of PBES. 

~lith subsidies and revenues derived from transportation fa en itl es. 

•i·.YI•M·es of the direct impacts are possible through the 19711 Iff:,. '" 

11 ;·e,•·t benefhs could only be addressed 1riil the use of an H•onometdc 

mode·!. 

secr.or of the economy is highly interrelated and changes in inpul ,,,. 

distribution costs in one sector propagate rapidly through the economy to 

Sc'Ctors in a state aggregate basis. This propagation \~ould h;we to 

in order to have any measure of economic growUL On an 



/"':\ 

isolated geographic area basis these are distinctions which can be 

addressed by econometric modelling techniques, but are not easily and 

definitively measured after-the-fact. For example, changes in retail sales, 

employment, wholesale sales, land values, etc. due to a proposed transporta

tation system can be estimated for the CBD of an urban area vis-a-vis 

suburban areas. These economic shifts cannot be measured directly after

the-fact, since changes in these parameters will also occur due to other 

factors, such as changes in overall economic conditions, industrial output 

changes, etc. These shifts can be approximated after-the-fact via the use 

of surveys addressing questions such as "how much did your business gross 

increase last year due to new bus system." Results of analysis such as 

these must necessarily be viewed with extreme caution. In any event, 

geographic or very localized shifts would represent the only possibility 

of quantifying these types of economic impacts. This would necessitate 

stratification by geographic area. The separation of transportation 

related economic effects from other economic effects could be ignored, 

resulting in measures such as "increase in retail sales in urban area" as 

an impact indicator alternative. This, however, would not be recommended. 

Many surrogates for these high level impact indicators can be defined. 

These surrogates are, at least hypothetically, related to the determinants 

of economic viability and activity. For example, the dollar volume of cargo 

·handled at ports and the percentage of all statewide cargo movement handled 

by ports, rail, truck and air gives a qualitative evaluation of the 

relative economic importance of each of these modes, and thus provides some 

measure of their impact. · 

Another direct economic impact to be considered would be shipping times 

and shipping costs. Industrial and commercial viability are often 
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significantly influenced by their distribution costs. The important 

consideration here is with respect to the "total distribution cost" concept, 

which requires an evaluation of direct line haul shipping costs, loading 

and unloading costs and shipping costs resulting from the opportunity cost 

of capital associated with having the goods in the transit "pipeline". 

These factors are only relevant from the standpoint of an individua.l fil"m. 

There are no overa~l aggregate measures of shipping costs or time which would 

be traceable to input transportation costs. Statewide transportation cost .,,_ 

a percentage of industrial output may be available, but this would ·include 

transportation costs incurred in other states as well as Michigan. Here 

again, a surrogate must be found for this measure. 

1\t the individual level, travel costs and, in particular travel tim;;, 

cl'e also an important consideration. 1\s discussed previously, these faci<w'; 

,·;n" a sign.ificant determinant of modal choice. The evaluation of the 

i"llchigan state airport system plan, for example, was performed on the bas,is 

examining a weighted function of airport access time and opportunity cost 

of travel time. Once again, there are no particularly relevant aggregate 

iJi'2dsUr"es of these costs which reflect the entire transportation system of 

si!ate, On a modal basis, average taxi fares, o.utomobile operating co 

r.''c~m,,Jr~ &it costs, etc. could be a surrogate for more globa"l measures. 

One useful concept to consider here would be the establishment of a 

'-''"c]_~c:lcwi~i~JuQ.el:,, which would define .1 composite of trav1ol costs and 

a. pre-defined set of trips people or cargo. These 

fnwd trips would have to be shredded by trip purpose and geogr·aphic ,~r·e<J 

and commodity type for cargo shipment. For example, one could hv.v(" an 

11i'li ch is reflective of urban trave 1 costs in Southeastern ~ii chi gan, 
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This index may be a weighted measure based upon picking selected origin

destination pairs in selected urban areas and computing resulting trip costs. 

In a similar manner, shipping cost indices could be developed which 
I 

could be shredded by industry, geographic location and commodity. 

As an aggregate measure the total transportation expenditure made by 

government, business and individuals could be included as a gross revenue 

measure of the direct economic impact of transportation related activities. 

Safety Impacts 

I 
The measures of safety impacts for transportation would include 

transportation related fatalities, injuries and property damage. 

Several states have developed a "safety index" which combines all 

three of these measures in a single number. This index is developed with 

dollars, or
1
some surrogate for dollars. For example 

Safety Index = # of fatalities * cost/fatality + injuries * cost/injury 
+ property damage 

This approach requires some estimate of the value (cost or relative 

weighting) of a human life, and some estimate of the "pain and suffering" 

associated with an injury. This concept does not seem at all worthwhile 

to consider for these reasons. 

Previous efforts in Michigan have resulted in the tentative selection 

of fatalities and injuries on a passenger mile basis as the appropriate 

impact indicator. It would seem that this is probably not the best measure 

from three standpoints: 

a. It has a definite modal choice implication. As discussed previously, 

modal choice from the passenger standpoint is made on the basis of 

travel cost, travel time and frequency of service, with perhaps 
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some subjective weighting of safety implications as in the case 

of driving a motorcycle to work. A stratification by trip purpose 

and trip origin/destination will lead to the conclusion that for 

many purposes air travel and highway travel are not viable 

alternatives from the traveller's standpoint, and thus consideraUon 

of which is the "safest" mode is not particularly relevant. 

b. This measure removes the emphasis from the overall magnitude of 

highway safety, rail safety, etc. problems in the context of 

focusing attention on activities oriented to achieving specif·ic 

reductions in accidents. 

c. It eliminates the possibility of setting an impact target over 

which control is readily apparent. 

For these reasons it would appear that the best safety impact indicator' 

'''- the category level would be: 

a. Number of transportation related fatalities 

b. Number of transportation related injuries 

c. Transportation property damage 

ii1ese measures would tend to place emphasis on how to improve existing 

ic~rns, not on how to get people to substHute ah'plane ti'·ips for highway 

·- >i 

' 

In an hierarchial rollup of impact indicators, incremental contribution 

,,c"' lng to ·increments which <We din'lctly ·influenced by State 

ill: tile sub-category level. 
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Environmental Impacts 

Table 8-2 lists eight generic classes of environmental impacts. 

Air pollution impacts measures must include consideration of the 

adverse effects of various types of atmospheric pollutants. The primary 

pollutants generated as a result of transportation system operation are 

Carbon Monoxide, Hydrocarbons, Oxides of Nitrogen, and Lead. 

The highest level impacts associated with these pollutants would be 

measured in terms of the following effects: 

a. Property damage due to pollution effects 

b. Degradation in life expectancy due to effects 

c. Increased incidence of diseases, particularly respiratory and 

heart disease 

d. Hospita 1 costs, work 1 oss costs, etc. associated with increased 

incidence of diseases resulting from atmospheric pollutants 

e. Crop damage costs due to pollutants 

f. Other adverse social effects 

There have been literally thousands of studies made which have attempted 

to link these adverse effects to exposure to various pollutant/concentration 

levels. Some limited data is available on this cause-effect relationship, 

particularly with respect to crop damage. Effects of pollution on people are 

much less well understood, and hence the inability to agree on particular 
' 

standards. :There is, however, genera 1 agreement that increased exposure 

to any of these pollutants tends to lead to these adverse effects. Thus, 

desireable impact measures such as "number of respiratory disease cases 

due to transportation poll uti on" cannot be measured, or even estimated. 
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TABLE 8-2 

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS 

AIR POLLUTION 

o CARBON MONOXIDE 

o HYDROCARBONS 

o OXIDES OF NITROGEN 

o LEAD, PARTICULATE, ETC. 

o LEVEL AND DURATION - GLC VS GROSS TONS 

NOISE POLLUTION 

o ABSOLUTE LEVELS 

o DURATION 

o FREQUENCY 

WATER POLLUTION 

o SALT CONTAMINATION 

o OIL SPILLAGE 

o THERMAL, BIOCHEr4ICI\L ())('fGEN DEMAND 

SOIL EROSION 

LM'lOSCAPE 

WILDLIFE 

NATURAL RESOURCES 

ENERGY CONSUMPTION 

~::;. - :, ,_.,_ 



The next level of impact indicators would be one which is measured in 

terms of the same units of measure that would be correlated with observed 

adverse effects. There is no general agreement on what this unit of measure 

would be, however, since both short term 'exposure effects (pollution episodes) 

and long-term exposure effects on people are noticeable. The appropriate 

units of measure must thus consider exposure and duration of exposure. 

The relevant exposure measured is in terms of ground level concentration 

(GLC) of pollutants, for example, parts of carbon monoxide per million parts 

air {PPM). Separation of GLC measurements into transportation related 

contributors and contributors from other sources is not possible except for 

localized effects. 

In order to measure GLC contribution of transportation related 

pollutants it is necessary to consider where these ground level concentration 

levels are located geographically and to have a means of determining the 
! 

relationship between source emissions and ground level concentration. This 

transform can be estimated by the use of an atmospheric diffusion model which 

considers, the level of source emissions, wind speed and direction, and 

chemical diffusion process to calculate resulting ground level concentration. 

These concentrations can be displayed as iso-concentration contours in a 

graph as shown in Figure 8-1. There is clearly no means of "rolling" up 

the thousands of individual measurements which would result in one number 

for the State. What can be done however, is to generate a statistical 

frequency distribution of measure such as: 
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This measure, however, does not consider the number of people exposed. The 

additi'on of this factor suggests statistical measures such as that shown 

above, except with measurement in terms of percentage of population exposed 

to pollutant concentration less than stated GLC. These measures could 

be considered for future refinements of impact measures at such time that 

a state level pollution model was available which allowed segregation of 

transportation related effects. 

Thus. with pollution measures, it is not a question of picking the 

"best" measures, but of selecting the only measure available which is tolis/ 

year of the three major pollutants. This is available for the 1974 NTS 

activity. Here again, previous defi ni ti ons deve 1 oped by NTS Committees of 

impact indicators have defined emissions on a passenger mile basis. As is 

· the case with safety measures, this would not seem to be particularly 

relevant, since only automobile, aircraft and other vehicle manufacturers 

have any control over emissions and even they are constrained by available 

technology. Major emphasis should thus be on the total measures and thus 

the measures proposed would be: 
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a. Tons hydrocarbons per year 

b. Tons carbon monoxide per year 

c. Tons oxides of nitrogen .per year 

Again, these should be rolled up from the sub"category level. 

Noise Pollution 

Noise pollution measures are subject to similar problems as with 

ait' pollution measures. Ultimate effects on people cannot be analytically 

related to measured noise levels. Second-level impact measures would be 

measured noise levels, perhaps stratified by noise frequency. Measurement 

p1·oblems here are less severe than with pollution measures. No·isE? heveL 

in areas adjacent to airports, highways, buses, etc. can be measured, 

"lthough there is no genera 1 agreement on the exact units of mei\suv·enren L 

1\s with air pollution, a single number, perceived noise decibles (PNdB), 

can be used, or this can be combined with a time factor to reflect el<posurre 

time and/or frequency of exposure. 

P1·obably the most useful practical measure for use as an impact 

' c21tor is the percent of population or number of peop1 e exposed to urw 

,)r more ned se 1 eve 1 s, or thresho 1 ds, from transportat·i on sources. Thes<! 

thrPsholds could be, for example, at the 60 PNdB and 100 PNdB level, as 

tnerslL_Consumpti on 

'recent "energy cris·is" has focused attention on transpor·tatlon 

'',-~' . ,-' consumption, which represents approximately 25% of the 

' 
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energy requirements for the United States. It would seem worthwhile to 

consider inclusion of an energy consumption measure such as "Transportation 

BTU per person/year." 

WATER POLLUTION, SOIL EROSION, LANDSCAPE, WILDLIFE, ETC. 

The contribution of transportation system components to these environ

mental impacts is difficult to measure on an aggregate basis. These are 

factors which must be considered at the individual project level, and thus 

should be measured with respect to whether or not a given project meets 

all planning and technical standards for these types of environmental 

impacts. 

SOCIAL INPACTS 

Table 8-3 presents four generic classes of social impacts created by 

transportation systems. No consideration of social impacts can be made 

without consideration of who is impacted. Transportation systems benefit 

particular socio-economic groups, often at the expense of other groups. Thus, 

socio-economic stratifications of social impacts must be considered as an 

integral part of the measurement of social impacts. 

The primary measurable social impacts of transportation systems would 

be in the area of their mobility impacts, as related to the accessibility 

and service. 

Measurement of mobility would involve consideration of 1) availability 

of transportation services, 2) socio-economic groups to whom these facilities 

are available, 3) interzonal travel times, 4) trip purpose, 5) frequency of 

service, and 6) diurnal variation (peak hours, off-peak). 
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Alternative measures of availability of transportation services would 

include, by relevant socio-economic strata: 

a. % of population owning automobiles 

b. % of population within access to mass transit (::1:_ l/2 mile) 

c. % of industries within 2 miles of Interstate highway 

d. % of population within 1/2 hour travel time of airport 

e. % of industry with direct ra i1 access 

Alternative socio-economic strata would include: 

a. Personal income level strata 

b. Labor force strata- white collar, blue collar, industrial, 

office, commercial, housewife, etc. 

c. Age group - youth, middle-age, elderly, etc. 

d. Physical condition - handicapped, etc. 

There are clear state level policy implications to the selecUon 

•re 1 evant socio-economic strata, and thus, this should be discussed by the 

NTS Coordinating Committee and appropriate strata/measures se 1 ected .. 

r~easures of interzonal travel times can be developed for both urban 

;·-nd ~-;nrill/interurban transportation. There are at least two different 

r;c•c;:;un::s 11hich could be considered. The fii"St of these would be the 

lcpment of an "index" as previously d·iscussed, This index could be 

oped based upon the selection of a set of t'elevant trip origin-

nations fm" sel 

If stratified by other relevant factors, it could be considered 

,,.c; il motJi'lity index. In addition, per'cent reduction in the tr-ip time 

(ov mobility) could also be considered for use as an impact. i c:c.h:n 

;;: :crzond travel t·imes would be determined, and a composite deve·loped 



which aggregates these trip times into an average value. The predict

ibility of this trip time, or its variability, over a daily or weekly cycle, 

may also be considered as a measure of reliability. The second measure of 

interzonal trip time would be the use of average operating speeds, by mode. 

This measure is stratified by time of day, i.e., peak hour, average, etc., 

but not by origin-destination or trip purpose for inclusion in the 1974 NTS 

inputs. Major alternative trip purpose stratification would .include: 

a. Recreational 

b. Social 

c. Home - work 

d. Home - shopping 

e. Farm market 

f. Home - school 

. g. Others 

The profound effect transportation systems have on regional demographic 

characteristics such as population and population density is evident. Less 

evident, however, is how these effects can be measured as discussed in 

Section l. 3. Less evident sti 11 is a universal determination of "good" or 

"bad" with respect to these measures. Clearly, the availability of fast, 

inexpensive transportation systems to access a geographi ca 1 area wi 11 tend 

to increase population density and consequently, total population. The 

exact nature of interaction is at best imperfectly understood at the present 

time, and could only be addressed again by detailed analysis and assumptions 

at the project level. As an impact indicator, population density could be 

displayed, but the relationship between this measure and the transportation 

system is far too complex to warrant the inclusion of measures of this type. 
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One demographic social indicator which could be included, however, is 

population relocated due to transportation construction or improvement 

projects. 

Impacts on residential communities, recreational facilities, etc. 

are not addressed here, and should not be addressed as PBES impact 

indicators. These aspects are very much value oriented, not subject to 

measurement, and must be addressed via State, Regional and Local planning 

processes in order for significant changes in impacts to be effected. 
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TABLE 8-3 

SOCIAL IMPACTS 

DEMOGRAPHIC 

o POPULATION GROWTH 

o POPULATION DENSITY 

o POPULATION REDISTRIBUTION 

RESIDENTIAL COMMUNITY 

o EDUCATION 

o HEALTH CARE 

o FIRE AND POLICE 

o RELOCATION 

o COHESION 

RECREATION 

· o DEMAND 

o ACCESS TO SCENIC AREAS 

o VACATION TRAVEL 

SERVICE - BY SOCIO-ECONOMIC STRATA 

o MOBILITY 

o RELIABILITY 

o AMMENITIES 

o CONVENIENCE 

o ACCESS TO JOBS, MARKET, ETC. 

o COMPATIBILITY WITH EXISTING FACILITIES/PLANS 
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1.9 PROGRAM SUB-CATEGORY LEVEL DEFINITION/ANALYSIS 

1.9.1 DEFINITION 

Program sub-category options considered are shown in Figure 7-1. 

The current definition of a program sub-category is "the state 

government program for the achievement of an objective." Here aga·in, an 

hierarchial ordering of goals and objectives is the major consideration. 

Thus, the analysis of the options considered for the sub-category level 

rmA:;t be done in the framework used for analysis of the program leveL 

Proceeding with the assumption that the preferred option for the 

category level is an urban category and a rural/interurban category, this 

option was not considered as a sub-category possibility. 

Having a category which is basically strat'ified on the bas"is of majr"· 

categories of trip purpose and trip origin/destination, the next level 

conside1·ation would logically consider the options available to satisfy 

these trip demands. These options are clearly defined by available trans·· 

portation technology. Transportation systems consist of vehic'le, guideway' 

0 i ca 1 structures. From the phys·i cal characteristics of 

'''
0 vc;d the consequences of satisfying tr·avel demands in l:er-ms of trip 

:oit, time, accessibility, pollutant emisslons, noise and safety 

·] These available options are clearly moda"!ly or~iented, and thus 7! 

t~(j \W.I 

.-;'1 ve means of accomp'lishing stated goals. A modal orientation at 

'' ·l,evel would also appear desirab.le from the standpoint of exposing 

i. trade~off imp'lications in terms of their impacts; from the S1.andpoir • .: 
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of reflecting existing and future funding sources and restrictions; and 

other criteria as discussed in Sections 1.3 and 1.4. 

The definition of the modes to be considered also seems evident from 

the standpoint of policy options available. All available major transpor

tation modes in the State should be considered before being shredded by 

the State's role with respect to the mode. Thus, rail regulation should 

be a subset of railroad related activity and not vice versa. 

Only in this manner will relevant program measures be exposed to 

executive review as a basis for consideration of the necessity or desir

ability of possibly assuming other roles. For example, the abandonment of 

low density rail lines in the state could possibly have severe economic 

consequences. Based upon a knowledge of possible consequences, it may be 

possible to consider activities oriented toward the mittigaticn of these 

adverse economic effects. 

Urban modes to be considered would include: 

a. Highways 

b. Mass transit 

c. Possibly bicycles (if deemed relevant by NTS Coordinating Committee) 

Rural/interurban modes to be considered would include: 

a. Highways 

b. Aviation 

c. Ports 

d. Rail 

e. Trucks 

f. Pipelines 

Aviation is not a viable intraurban transportation mode, and thus was 

not included with the urban category. 
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1. 9,2 SUB-CATEGORY LEVEL OBJECTIVE DEFINITION 

The definition of sub-category objectives for each of the modal 

sub-categories identified and their subsequent approval/adoption require 

the consideration of issues which must be addressed by the NTS Coordinating 

Committee and by the concerned modal agency/department. To aid in the 

definition of these objectives, alternative issues to be considered and 

objective statements for consideration are presented in this section. 

Sub-category objectives should represent a refinement of the category 

sub-gaoh and should relate to: 

"A specified desired condition to be achieved in a specified or· 
implied time frame which will contribute to the attainment of CHI 

expressed goa 1 or sub-goa 1." (A Guide to Michigan's Program Budget 
Evaluation System, February, 1973) 

fl,s defined <in PBES r1emorandum 71-13 this should be "a desi qu.Jnti a 

cr,ange in a condition within a specified time frame . " 

In the definition of representative goals and objectives, available 

documented goals and objectives were used to the extent possible, 11hether 

prrodm:ed as a result of previous PBES activity or from moda 1 agend es. 

ln ca.ses where such documentation was not available, these have been 

Lwd subject to approva 1 of concer·ned parties, r1ce in m~ny c<1 ses 

contain policy implications. In addition, as discussed in the NTS 

·inating CommHtee Meeting and with BPB personnel, relating to 

inable in a. stated time frame and not value oriented" was not dgidly 

.:_i.dhered to. 
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URBAN CATEGORY 

URBAN HIGHWAY SUB-CATEGORY 

The following considerations would seem to be important for 

inclusion in the Urban Highway objective statement: 

o Plan system with full consideration of effects on 
people, environment and institutions 

o Provide safe system 
o Provide efficient system 
o Provide accessibility 
o Provide convenient intermodal transfer 
o Cargo I people 
o Moving people betw~en residences and places of work, 

shopping, conduction of business, recreational areas 
o Coordinated network 
o Consideration of improvements to minimize travel time 
o Minimize adverse environmental impacts 
o Capable of handling peak hour traffic demands 
o Insure maximum public participation in planning process 

The following objective statement has been defined f<)r discussion 

purposes: 

To provide an adequate urban highway network for the safe, 
efficient and economical movement of people and goods, 
connecting residential neighborhoods and employment centers, 
capable of handling peak hour traffic demand, with consid
eration of the effect upon the environmental, aesthetic and 
social values of citizens. 

URBAN MASS TRANSIT SUB-CATEGORY 

The following considerations would seem to be important for 

inclusion in the Urban Mass Transit objective statement: 

o Provide frequent service 
o Provide low travel time 
o Provide low cost travel 
o Between residential neighborhoods and employment and 

shopping centers 
o Alleviate pressures of highway system caused by congestion 
o Promote coordinated intermodal planning 
o Minimum social disruption 
o Provide transportation service to immobile social groups, 

elderly, handicapped, etc. 
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The following objective statement has been defined for discussion 

purposes: 

To provide financial and technical assistance in maintaining 
frequent, efficient, and inexpensive mass transit services 
between residential neighborhoods and employment and other 
urban activity centers and provide assistance in the devel
opment of coordinated intermodal plans through support of 
planning and research studies at the state and local levels. 

RURAL/INTERURBAN CATEGORY 

RURAL/INTERURBAN HIGHWAY SUB-CATEGORY 

The following considerations would seem to be important for· 

inclusion in the Rural/Interurban Highway objective statement: 

o Plan system with full consideration of effects on people•, 
environment and institutions 

o Pro vi de . safe sys tern 
o Provide efficient system 
o Provide accessibility 
o Provide convenient intermoda1 transfer 
o Cargo I people 
o Moving people between residences and places of work, shoppinsL 

conduction of business, use recreational areas 
o Coordinated network 
o Consideration of improvement to minimize travel time 
o Minimize adverse environmental impacts 
o Capable of handling peak hour traffic demands 
o Insure maximum public participation in planning pr·ocess 

The following objective statement has been defined for discussiu:1 

purposes; 

To provide an adequate highway system for the safe, effid 
and economical movement of qoods and people, connecting 
,acti11ity centers, rUi'Jtl, m'1 and forest centers, and 

OnBil ar'AatS.; ~~~J~~y·~n·jer::t ,.·,cce:\'-,:ci!:·.~-;·)"i ',-,·-:-
intermodaJ tnmsfet' fi'\cili vlith consideration of tl1c 
effects upon the environmental, aesthetic and social values 
of the citizens. 

1·\lllATHJN SUB-CATEGORY 

The forlowing considerations would seem to be important for 

inclusion in the Aviation objective statement: 



o Provide safe system 
o Minimize noise, air pollution 
o Maximum accessibility to airport 
o Promote economic development/increase regional economic 

viability 
o Cargo I people 
o Capable of meeting demands 
o Interface effectively with other modes 
o Minimize congestion 
o Provide reasonable frequency of service 
o Planning coordinated with other modes 

The following objective statement has been defined for discussion 

purposes: 

Promote and increase the availability of efficient, safe 
and accessible movement of goods and people by air; assist 
in the planning and development of a comprehensive system 
of state airports and air carrier services capable of 
interfacing effectively with other modes of transportation; 
increase regional economic development/viability; minimize 
the effects of congestion, noise and air pollution. 

PORT SUB-CATEGORY 

The following considerations would seem to be important for 

inclusion in the Port objective statement: 

o Maintain port system to meet existing freight demands 
o Promote economic development via port improvement/construction 
o Maintain economic efficiency of port system 
o Promote efficient land/water interface 

The following objective statement has been defined for discussion 

purposes: 

To promote the development and coordinated planning of a 
modally integrated system of navigable waterways, ports 
and harbors which is adequate for handling shipping, travel 
and recreational demands with maximum economic efficiency, 
and which is coordinated with Mic~igan economic development 
plans. 
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RAIL SUB-CATEGORY 

The following considerations would seem to be important for 

inclusion in the Rail objective statement: 

o Safe rail system 
o Economically efficient cargo movement 
o Minimize impacts on employment and commerce due to 

abandonment 
o Regulation 
o Study statewide economic effects of abandonment 
o Rail industry problems and impact on Michigan 

The fallowing objective statement has been defined for discussion 

purposes: 

To promote the availability of an efficient, safe and 
economically viable rail transportation facility for the 
movement of goods. 

TRUCKS SUB-CATEGORY 

The following considerations would seem to be important few 

inclusion in the Trucks objective statement: 

o Promote safe system 
o Regulation 
o Economically efficient cargo movement 
o Efficient intermodal transfer 
o Capable of meeting demands 

The following objective statement has been defined for discussion 

purposes: 

ro promote the ava i 1 abH ity of ;m efficient, safe and 
economically viable truck tr·ansportation system for the 
movement of goods. 

The following considerations would seem to be important for 

inclusion in the Pipelines objective statement: 

o Safety 
o Regulation 
o C<Jpable of meeting demands 



The following objective statement has been defined for discussion 

purposes: 

To enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of pipeline 
services and protect safety and welfare of citizens. 
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1.9.3 .SUB-CATEGORY IMPACT INDICATORS 

The following set of generic sub-category impact indicators have been 

identified to date, and are presented here for discussion purposes only. 

These sub-category impact indicators will be subject to further review and 

refinement during the course of the 1974 NTS, particularly with respect 

to data availability considerations. Consideration of these impact 

indicators should be made with reference to Section 1.8.3 which discusses 

category impact indicators. 



URBAN HIGHWAYS 

SAFETY 

Number of annual fatalities 
Number of annual lnJuries 
Annual property damage 

ENVIRONMENTAL 

Total annual tons hydrocarbons 
Total annual tons oxides of nitrogen 
Total annual tons carbon monoxide 
Population exposed to noise levels greater than PNdB 60 
Automobile energy consumption, BTU's 

ECONOMIC 

Total State/local/regional/federal highway expenditures for 
previous fiscal year 

Total personal automobile expenditures for previous fiscal year 
Number of jobs directly connected with transportation functions 

at State/local/regional level 
Percentage of peak hour passenger trips carried on urban highways 
Dollar passenger losses attributable to sub-standard urban highways 
Travel Cost Index (see discussion Section 1.8.3) 
Others to be discussed (see discussion Section 1.8.3) 

SOCIAL 

Travel Time Index (see discussion Section 1.8.3) 
Mobility (see discussion Section 1.8.3) 
Annual passenger miles 
Population reloacted due to construction activities 
Businesses relocated due to construction activities 
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URBAN MASS TRANSIT 

SAFETY 

Number of annual fatalities 
Number of annual lnJuries 
Annual property damage 

ENVIRONMENTAL 

Total annual tons hydrocarbons 
Total annual tons oxides of nitrogen 
Total annual tons carbon monoxide 
Population exposed to noise levels greater than. PNdB 60 due 

to mass transit system 
Mass transit consumption of energy, BTU's 

ECONOMIC 

Cost per passenger mile relative to other modes 
Travel Cost Index (see discussion Section 1.8.3) 
Others to be discussed (see discussion Section 1.8.3) 
Fare subsidies 

SOCIAL 

Percentage of population + 1/2 mi 1 e from mass trans it facility 
Average operating speed -
Travel Time Index (see discussion Section 1.8.3) 
Mobility (see discussion Section 1.8.3) 
Number of urban areas with mass transit facilities 
Population relocated due to construction activity 
Businesses relocated due to construction ilct·i vity 
Annua 1 passenger miles 

1:, 



RURAL/INTERURBAN HIGHWAYS 

SAFETY 

Number of annual fatalities 
Number of annual lnJuries 
Annual property damage 

ENVIRONMENTAL 

Total annual tons hydrocarbons 
Total annual tons oxides of nitrogen 
Total annual tons carbon monoxide 
Population exposed to noise levels greater than PNdB 60 
Automobile.energy consumption, BTU's 

ECONOMIC 

Total State/local/regional/federal highway expenditures for 
previous fiscal year 

Total personal automobile expenditures for previous fiscal year 
Number of jobs directly connected with transportation functions 

at State/local/regional level 
Percentage passenger losses attributable to sub-standard rural/ 

interurban highways 
Travel Cost Index (see discussion Section 1.8.3) 
Others to be discussed (see discussion Section 1.8.3) 
Number of new industries locating near or along trunkline 

SOCIAL 

Travel Time Index (see discussion Section 1.8.3) 
Mobility (see discussion Section 1.8.3) 
Annual passenger miles 
Population relocated due to construction activities 
Businesses relocated due to construction activities 
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AVIATION 

SAFETY 

Annual fatalities in general aviation accidents not due to pilot 
error or equipment defects 

Annual fatalities in air carrier accidents not due to pilot error 
or equipment defects 

Annual injuries in general aviation accidents not due to pilot 
error or equipment defects 

Annual injuries in air carrier accidents not due to pilot error 
or equipment defects 

ENVIRONMENTAL 

Population exposed to PNdB 60 or greater 
Annual tons carbon monoxide 
Annual tons oxides of nitrogen 
Annual tons hydrocarbons 

SOCIAL 

%of population within 15 minutes of general aviation a"iv·port 
% of population within 30 minutes of air carrier airport 
# of cities accessible with direct service 
% on-time service 
Population relocated due to airport construction, etc. 
Airport Access Time Index (see discussion Section 1.3.3) 

ECOI\10!4I C 

!~umber· of jobs due to airport 
1\iqJOI't lkcess Cost Index (see 
Value of cargo shipped 

mprovements 
on Section 1.3.3) 

Tota 1 State/] oca 1 /regi ana 1/corporate/federa 1 av·i ati on expendi turr_·s 
in r,·Hchigan during pte\dous seal vear 

Others be disc~;,ssed (~eE; ·~;c~_~:~:s·lon , on <I "8~~3) 
UT f:fjht ;-··, 
hm o·r fncight lost/damacjed 
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RAIL 

SAFETY 

Annual rail related fatalities due to faulty track and equipment 
Annual rail related injuries due to faulty track and equipment 
Annual rail related fatalities due to grade crossings 
Annual rail related injuries due to grade crossings 

ENVIRONMENTAL 

Annual tons carbon monoxide 
Annual tons hydrocarbons 
Annual tons oxides of nitrogen 
Population exposed to noise level greater than PNdB 60 

SERVICE/ECONOMIC 

Railroad capital replacement rates in Michigan 
Jobs lost due to abandonment 
Number of businesses closed due to abandonment 
Decrease (increase) in track miles 
Rail Cost Index (see discussion Section 1.8.3) 
State/local/regional/corporate/federal expenditures during· 

previous fiscal year 
Percent of freight tonnage moved by rail 
Value of freight lost/damaged 
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SAFETY 

Number of fatalities at port facilities 
Number of injuries at port facilities 

ENVIRONMENTAL 

Number of ports not meeting state/local/federal water pollution 
standards 

ECONOMIC 

Water Shipping Cost Index (see discussion Section 1.8.3) 
Dollar value of cargo handled by type 
Direct employment at port facilities (# of jobs, gross income) 
Ratio of Michigan water cargo charges to national and north 

central region 
Employment in industries dependent on port facilities 
Ratio of Michigan cargo tonnage handled to U. S. 
Dollar output of Michigan cargo tonnage handled to U.S. 
Value of state exports (international, other states) via watGo' 
Percent of freight tonnage (state total) by water 
Cargo tonnage lost due to rail abandonment 
Output of new industries locating in Michigan because of port 

facility availability 
Property damage/loss at port facility 
Federal ship operating subsidies 

ICE 

Shipping delays ·· average 

!~ 



TRUCKS 

SAFETY 

Annual highway fatalities due to trucks 
Annual highway injuries due to trucks 

ENVIRONMENTAL 

Annual tons carbon monoxide 
Annual tons hydrocarbons 
Annual tons oxides of nitrogen 

SERVICE/ECONOMIC 

Percentage freight tonnage moved by type 
Trucking industry expenditures during previous fiscal year 
Property damage due to trucks 
Value freight lost/damaged 
Number of direct trucking industry employees 
Dollar cost of highway degradation due to truck use 
Truck Shipping Cost Index (see discussion Section 1.8.3) 
Others to be discussed (see discussion Section 1.8.3) 
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PIPELINES 

SAFETY 

Number of pipelines related accidents 

SERVICE/ECONOMIC 

Total pi pel in!'! expenditures during previous fi.sca 1 year 
Value of material shipped by pipeline 
Number of employees of pipeline companies 
Property damage due to pipeline accidents 

ENVIRONMENTAL 

Gas leakage - tons per year 
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1.10.1 DEFINITION 

The definition of a program element is currently ''Activities and 

resources concerned with the production of a discrete output or group 

of related outputs.'' 

As was the case with program, category and sub-category definitions, 

this definition does not provide a definitive guideline to the definition 

of the next level in the program structure. Thus, once again the basic 

criteria discussed in Section L8 is applicable to the refinement of the 

element definition to a workable operational concept with respect to the 

transportation structure. 

Based upon the choice of the category and sub-category definitions, 

the next most important distinction would be consideration of maintenance/ 

improvement/new construction activities or passenger/cargo transportation 

at the element level. To a great extent passenger/cargo distinction is 

implicit in the revised modal orientation, since truck, rail, pipelines 

and ship are predominantly freight movement oriented. As has been previously 

discussed, maintenance, improvement and new construction represent major 

distinctions to be considered because of their possible trade-offs and 

impact implications. However, these activities represent only three of 

the possible set of program activities which could or are being performed 

by state agencies.· In order to focus attention on as many available 

options as possible, it would seem desirable to have the element level 

focus on the entire ensemble of transportation program functions which 
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could be performed by state agencies regardless of whether or not the 

particular function is currently being performed. 

The major transportation program functions are: 

a. Research and Development 

b. Regulation 

c. Planning 

d. New Construction 

e. Improvements 

f. Operations/Maintenance 

The sub-element level, then, would align with organization and consider 

only state department/agency contributions to these functions and thus be 

compatible with the current definition of an element. This would clearly 

separate state level responsibility and accountability, and thus at. least 

implicitly address the question of controllability of transportation impactc'. 

This identical set of functions would define the element level for each sub~ 

category, and would be reduced at the sub-element level for alignment with 

organizational entities and functions. 

Safety considerations should be considered under their appropriate 

:iiZ!te [Jovernment function. For example, state poUct0 functio11s and .motor 

es 1icensing activities rela to highway safety should be inc1 

at the sub-element level as regulatory activities. 

inch1dii1g D''velopment is a matter ni 

Depilrtment of High1qays and 

on has little, if any, activity directed to origina-l researci1 

.?,ncl de1mlopment. However, probably one of the most significant roles of 
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these agencies is maintaining an awareness of new and fast changing 

transportation technology developments with respect to mass transit; with 

respect to new shipping concepts and as ice breakers, roll-on, roll-off, etc.; 

with respect to highway .construction techniques, etc. Hence, its inclusion 

for consideration here .. 
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1.10.2 ELEMENT OUTPUTS 

The following set of generic element outputs have been identified to 

date and are presented here for discussion purposes only. These element 

outputs will be subject to further review and refinement during the course 

of the 1974 NTS, particularly with respect to data availability considerations-

It will be necessary for concerned agencies to provide precise operational 

definitions for measures to be included. 

I'' 



OUTPUT INDICATORS 

URBAN HIGHWAYS 

R & D 

Number of technical conferences and seminars attended 
Number of technical reports and papers prepared 

REGULATION 

Number of registered automobiles 
Number of drivers completing drivers education courses 
Number of drivers licenses issued 
Drunk/reckless driving arrests 
Number of other moving violations 
Number of audits performed 

PLANNING 

Number of route location studies 
Number of design studies 
Number of environmental impact studies 
New highway miles planned in next ten years 
Planning/construction cost ratio 
Number of traffic flow studies 
Number of man-years of advanced planning 
Number of man-years of operational planning 
Number of miles plans approved 
Number of man-years support to regional planning groups 
Number of public hearings held 

NEW CONSTRUCTION 

Number of State trunkline lane-miles constructed 
Number of county road lane-miles constructed 
Number of municipal street lane-miles constructed 
Number of roadside tourist areas constructed 
Number of acres acquired for right-of-way 
Number of bridges and structures constructed 
Percent increase in capacity due to new construction 

IMPROVEMENTS 

Number of state trunkline lane-miles added 
Number of county road lane-miles added 
Number of municipal street lane-miles added 
Number of roadside tourist areas improved 
Number of intersections improved 
Number of bridges and structures improved 
Number of directional signs erected 
Number of signal lights installed 
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URBAN HIGHWAYS (Cont'd) 

IMPROVEMENTS (Cont'd) 

Percent capacity increase due to improvements 
Number of lane-miles improved with critical safety deficiency 
Number of lane-miles improved with critical capacity deficiency 

OPERATIONS/MAINTENANCE 

Number of State trunkline lane-miles reconstructed, resurfaced 
Number of county road lane-miles reconstructed, resurfaced 
Number of municipal street lane-miles reconstructed, resurfaced 
Number of State trunkline lane-miles maintained at standard 
Number of county road lane-miles maintained at standard 
Number of municipal street lane-miles maintained at standard 
Number of roadside tourist areas maintained 
Total annual passenger miles 
Number of man-years expended on general maintenance - mowing, 

litter removal, line painting, winter maintenance, etc. 
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OUTPUT INDICATORS 

MASS TRANS IT 

R & D 

Number of technical conferences and seminars attended 
Number of technical reports and papers presented 
Number of UMTA technical grants administered 

REGULATION 

Number of aud·i ts performed 

PLANNING 

Number of route location studies 
Number of design studies 
Number of environmental impact studies 
Number of miles of rapid rail/subway planned for next ten years 
Number of man-years support to regional planning groups 
Number of regional/local mass transit plans approved 
Number of UMTA demonstration grants 
Number of mass transit public hearings 

NEW CONSTRUCTION 

Number of miles exclusive bus lane added 
Number of miles of rail/subway system added 
Number of acres of mass transit right-of-way acquired 
Number of urban areas establishing new mass transit system 
Increase in population served by new construction facility 

IMPROVEMENTS 

Number of buses added 
Number of bus route miles added 
Percent capacity increase due to improvements 
Number of maintenance and support facilities constructed 
Number of projects to improve existing service 
Increase in population served by mass transit system 

OPERATIONS/MAINTENANCE 

Total number of buses operated 
Total number of buses maintained 
Number of bus route miles 
Total annual passenger miles 
Number of route miles of mass transit other than buses 
Percent of trips serviced by mass transit 
Number of cities offering mass transit system 
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OUTPUT INDICATORS 

RURAL/INTERURBAN HIGHWAYS 

R & D 

Number of technical conferences and seminars attended 
Number of technical reports and papers prepared 

REGULATION 

Number of registered automobiles 
Number of drivers completing drivers education courses 
Number of drivers licenses issued 
Drunk/reckless driving arrests 
Number of other moving violations 
Number of audits performed 

PLANNING 

Number of man-years spent on State Highway System Plan 
Number of route location studies 
Number of design studies 
Number of environmental impact studies 
New highway miles planned in next ten years 
Planning/construction cost ratio 
Number of traffic flow studies 
Number of man-years of advanced planning 
Number of man-years of operational planning 
Number of miles plans approved 
Number of man-years support to regional planning groups 
Number of public hearings held 

iHJi CONSTRUCTION 

Numbt:r of State trunk] in<? lz,ne--mn es constructed 
Number of county road 1 ane-mil es constructed 
Number of municipal street lane-miles constructed 
Number of roadside tourist ancas const\·ucted 

acres acqui 
nf dqe'S and s, 

-,, inc\re~ase h1 capacity du0 

l ~I!'ROVEMENTS 

Number of state trunkline lane-mne added 
Number of county road 'lane-miles added 
Number of municipal street lane-miles added 
Numbev· of v·oadside tourist areas improved 
~lumber of i ntersect·i ons improved 

i, .. -



RURAL/INTERURBAN HIGHWAYS (Cont'd) 

IMPROVEMENTS (Cont'd) 

Number of bridges and structures improved 
Number of directional signs erected 
Number of signal lights installed 
% capacity increase due to improvements 
Number of lane-miles improved with critical safety deficiency 
Number of lane-miles improved with critical capacity deficiency 

OPERATIONS/MAINTENANCE 

Number of state trunkline lane-miles reconstructed, resurfaced 
Number of county road lane-miles reconstructed, resurfaced 
Number of municipal street lane-miles reconstructed, resurfaced 
Number of state trunkline lane-miles maintained at standard 
Number of county road lane-miles maintained at standard 
Number of municipal street lane-miles maintained at standard 
Number of roadside tourist areas maintained 
Total annual passenger miles 
Number of man years expended on general maintenance - mowing, 

litter removal, line painting, winter maintenance, etc. 
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OUTPUT INDICATORS 

AIRPORTS 

R & D 

Number of technical conferences and seminars attended 
Number of technical reports and papers prepared 

REGULATION 

Number of airport inspections 
Number of complaints investigated 
Number of pilot registrations 
Number of airports licensed 
Number of violations cited 
Number of safety regulations issued 
Number of accidents reviewed 

PLANNING 

Number of man-years spent on state aviation system planning 
Number of man-years spent supporting regional planning groups 
Number of public hearings held 
Number of design studies 
Number of environmental impact studies 
Number of zoning projects completed 
Number of zoning· codes revised 

NEW CONSTRUCTION 

Number of new air carrier airports constructed 
Number of new genera 1 aviation airports constructed 
Increase in population served by new a·ir· CiHTicv· airports 

HiPROVEMENTS 

Number· of ,,ir carrier ah'port facil Hies improved 
(!Emend a vi at ion i 1 i es improved 
saf0t:y· oqui \' :·~;·;:·,-;; ·~ 1 ,,:~d 

of il i r markers pa i nte(i 
Number of displaced thresholds marked 
Number of auto parking areas improved 
Change in capacity/service level due to improvement 
Number of airport access improvements completed 
Additional passenger handling capacity added - air can·ier Ji , ;:,, 
Number of runways added - air carder airports 
Number of runways added - general aviation airports 
Increase in population within 30 minutes travel time due to 

access improvements 



AIRPORTS (Cont'd) 

OPERATIONS/MAINTENANCE 

Tons cargo handled 
Passenger volume handled - air carrier airports 
Man years spent on general maintenance 
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OUTPUT INDICATORS 

RAIL 

R & D 

Number of technical conferences and seminars attended 
Number of technical reports and papers prepared 

REGULATION 

Number of rate regulation cases handled 
Number of rail crossing inspections 
Number of accident investigations 
Miles of track inspected 
Number of bridges and buildings inspected 
Number of man-hours spent in service change/rail abandonment cases 

PLANNING 

Number of rail abandonment studies conducted 
Number of modal interface studies conducted 
Number of grade crossing studies conducted 
Number of economic impact studies conducted 
Number of service change studies conducted 

NEW CONSTRUCTION 

Railroad new construction investment in Michigan 
Number of miles of track added 

riumber Of grade Ci'OSS i rlt]S lnlfll'Oif,~d 
Number of track miles with safety cieficiences corrected 
Railroad industry improvement expenditures in Michigan 
l'ki dges/ structures "impmved 

NTEN/~1\ICE 

~Wies of railroad track maintained at standard 
Number of miles rail line abandoned 
Tons of cargo handled 



OUTPUT INDICATORS 

PORTS 

R & D 

Number of technical studies and research reports reviewed 
Number of technical seminars and conferences attended 

REGULATION 

Number of rate/service cases handled 
Number of complaints investigated and resolved 

PLANNING 

Number of man-hours spent in planning function 
Number of man-hours spent in state economic development coordination 

NEW CONSTRUCTION 

Value of new port facilities investment - private funds 
Additional capacity (tonnage) added 
Number of new facilities constructed 

IMPROVEMENTS 

Value of port facility improvements - private funds 
Additional capacity made available (tons) 
Number of facilities improved 

OPERATIONS/MAINTENANCE 

Miles of channels dredged and improved 
Cargo received, by SIC (tons) 
Cargo shipped, by SIC (tons) 
Number of port facilities maintained (greater than 3M tons) 
Number of port facilities maintained (less than 3M tons) 
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OUTPUT INDICATORS 

TRUCKS 

R & D 

Number of technical conferences and seminars attended 
Number technical reports and papers prepared 

REGULATION 

Number of trucks weighed/inspected 
Number of man-days spent on rate cases 

PLANNING 

Number of trucking related planning studies prepared 
Number of trucking related planning studies reviewed 
Number of man-years spent on trucking/intermodal transfer studie:; 

I~ EW CONSTRUCT I ON 

Number of intercity truck terminals constructed 
Truck .capacity per hour of new terminals 
Ca rg·o vo 1 ume per hour added 
New investment in intercity truck terminals - dollars 

IMPROVEMENTS 

Number of intercity truck terminals improved 
fwailable intercity truck tonnage added 
Dollar value of improvements to intercity terminals 

tional trucks handled by termi improvements 
Cargo volume per hour added 

IOi\!S/W\IWft:NANCE 

I tn1cks handled annua·l i truckh1g termina Is 
Number of tons of consumer goods handled annually at ·inten:i 
Number of tons of industrial goods handled annually at inten:-ity 
Structural degradation of highways due to truck usage clollal'"' 
% of freight cargo handled by trucks 
Cargo ton miles 
Annual cargo ton miles 
Dollar value of cargo handled 



OUTPUT INDICATORS 

PIPELINES 

R & D 

Number of technical studies/research reports prepared 
Number of technical conferences/seminars attended 

REGULATION 

Number of miles of new pipeline approved - natural gas/petroleum 
products/other 

Number of hearings attended 

PLANNING 

Number of rate analysis studies 
Number of pipeline related planning studies prepared 

NEW CONSTRUCTION 

Number of miles of new pipeline laid - natural gas/petroleum products/ 
other 

Number of modal interchange facilities constructed - natural gas/ 
petroleum products/other 

IMPROVEMENTS 

.Number of miles of pipeline added- natural gas/petroleum products/ 
other 

Capacity of pipelines improved - natural gas/petroleum products/other 
Dollar investment in improvements - natural gas/petroleum products/other 
Dollar investment in modal interchange facilities - natural gas/ 

petroleum products/other 

OPERATIONS/MAINTENANCE 

Dollar value of materials handled via pipeline - natural gas/ 
petroleum products/other 

Tons of material handled via pipeline - natural gas/petroleum products/other 
Ton miles of material movement - natural gas/petroleum products/other 
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1. 10.3 ELEMENT NEED/DEMAND ESTIMATORS 

The following set of generic element need/demand estimators have 

been identified to date and are presented here for discussion purposes 

only. These element need/demand estimators will be subject to further 

review and refinement during the course of the 1974 NTS, particularly 

with respect to data availability considerations. It will be necessary 

for concerned agencies to provide precise operational definitions for 

meo.sures to be included. 



NEED/DEMAND ESTIMATORS 

URBAN HIGHWAYS 

R & D 

Federal government highway research and development expenditures 

REGULATION 

Total number of licensed drivers 
Number of vehicles to be regulated 
Number of state trunkline road miles to be regulated 
Number of county road miles to be regulated 
Number of municipal street miles to be regulated 

PLANNING 

Lane miles to be added by 1980 - State trunkline (from 1974 NTS) 
Number of 1 a ne mi 1 es county roads to be added by 1980 (from 1974- NTS) 
Number of lane miles municipal streets to be added by 1980 (from 1974 NTS) 
Number of lane miles planned to commence construction within two years 
Number of regional planning groups to be supported 
Guideline planning/construction cost ratio 

NEW CONSTRUCTION 

Percent increase in vehicle miles in previous year 
Number of lane miles State trunkline plans approved & awaiting construction 
Number of lane miles of county roads plans approved & awaiting construction 
Number of lane miles municipal streets plans approved & awaiting construction· 

IMPROVEMENTS 

% increase in vehicle miles 
Number of State trunkline lane miles critically deficient in capacity 
Number of county road lane miles critically deficient in traffic carrying 

capacity 
Number of municipal street lane miles critically deficient in traffic 

carrying capacity 
Number of.State trunkline lane miles critically deficient in safety 
Number of county road lane miles critically deficient in safety 
Number of municipal street lane miles critically deficient in safety 

OPERATIONS/MAINTENANCE 

Total annual vehicle miles 
Number of State trunkline lane miles 
Number of county road lane miles 
Number of municipal street lane miles 
Number of State trunkline lane miles critically deficient structural 

condition 
Number of county road lane miles critically deficient structural condition 
Number of municipal lane miles critically deficient structural condition 
State highway investment at replacement cost (by functional class)-do.llars 
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NEED/DEMAND ESTIMATORS 

MASS TRANSIT 

R & D 

Federal government mass transit research and development expenditures 
Number of UMTA technical grants approved 

REGULATION 

Number of private and public bus companies 

PLANNING 

Bus route miles to be added by 1980 (from 1974 NTS) 
Other mass transit route miles to be added by 1980 (from 1974 NTS) 
Number of regional planning groups to be supported 

NEW CONSTRUCTION 

New mass transit plans approved and awaiting construction 

IMPROVEMENTS 

Percent increase in urban area trips 
Percent capacity increase necessary to meet demand increase 
Percent increase in number of passenger miles for prev·iou~; year 

Of!ERf~TIONS/MAINTENANCE 

number of buses 
Tot~.l number of route rwrles other tllan mass transH systems 
Total number of bus route miles 

1 annual vehicle miles 
s tr~~nsit fixec\ investm(?nt.,, ~:~iG/1\C;r's 



NEED/DEMAND ESTIMATORS 

RURAL/INTERURBAN HIGHWAYS 

R & D 

Federal government highway research and development expenditures 

REGULATION 

Total number of licensed drivers 
Number of vehicles to be regulated 
Number of state trunkline road miles to be regulated 
Number of county road miles to be regulated 
Number of municipal street miles to be regulated 

PLANNING 

Lane miles to be added by 1980 - State trunkline (from 1974 NTS) 
Number of lane miles county roads to be added by 1980 (from 1974 NTS) 
Number of 1 ane miles muni ci pa 1 streets to be added by 1980 (from 1974 NTS) 
Number of lane miles planned to commence construction within two years 
Number of regional planning groups to be supported 
Guideline planning/construction cost ratio 

NEW CONSTRUCTION 

Percent increase in vehicle miles in previous year 
Number of lane miles State trunkline plans approved & awaiting construction 
Number of .1ane miles county roads plans approved & awaiting construction 
Number of lane miles municipal streets plans approved & awaiting construction 

IMPROVEMENTS 

Percent increase in vehicle miles 
Number of State trunkline lane miles critically deficient in capacity 
Number of county road lane miles critically deficient in traffic carrying 

capacity 
Number of municipal street lane miles critically deficient in traffic 

carrying capacity 
Number of State trunkline lane miles critically deficient in safety 
Number of county road lane miles critically deficient in safety 
Number of municipal street lane miles critically deficient in safety 

OPERATIONS/MAINTENANCE 

Total annual vehicle miles 
Number of State trunkl ine lane miles 
Number of county road lane miles 
Number of municipal street lane miles 
Number of State trunkline lane miles critically deficient structural 

condition · 
Number of county road 1 ane miles critically deficient structura 1 condition 
Number of municipal lane miles critically deficient structural condition 
State highway investment at replacement cost (by functional class) - dollars 
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NEED/DEMAND ESTIMATORS 

AVIATION 

R & D 

Federal government airport research and development expenditures 

REGULATION 

Number of complaints received 
Number of pilots 
Number air carrier airports regulated 
Number general aviation airports regulated 
Number aviation accidents 

PLANNING 

Number of requests for planning assistance 
Number of runways to be added by 1980 - air carrier {from 19/4 NTS) 
Number of runways to be added by 1980 - general aviation (from !974 
Number of new airports to be added by 1980 -air carrier (from 1 
Number of new airports to be added by 1980- general aviation (from 

NEW CONSTRUCTION 

Nrs) 
NTS) 
1974 

Number new air carrier airport pclans approved and awaciting cor.;:> ':iOii 

iHS) 

Number new general aviation airport plans approved and awa·iting cO'i:!'\, ''·''·' ' 

IMPROVEMENTS 

Number of air carrier airports with existing safety deficiencies 
Number of general aviation airports with existing safety defh:i e:; 
Number of air carrier airports with existing capacity deficiencies 
Number of general aviation airports with existing capacity def:i 21~'"' 
Percent increase in passenger demand - air carrier airports 
Pen:ent increase in LTO operations 

0 PERAl IONS /I~A I NTENANCE 

Number of runways - air carYier airports 
Number of runways - general aviation airports 
Number of general aviation il'irports 
Number· of a i 1(' er 

n f LTO cyd w; 
·ifv:rr·ei3lse ·fn passenq~::r'':? \eti 

Percent increase in tons of cargo handled 



NEED/DEMAND ESTIMATORS 

PORTS 

R & D 

Number of rate/service cases filed 
Number of rate/service complaints filed 

IMPROVEMENT 

Number of port facilities with capacity/modal interface defi ci enci es 

OPERATIONS/MAINTENANCE 

Number of port facilities maintained 
Port capacity (tons) 
Number of berths 
Number of ships loaded 
Number of ships unloaded 
Percent utilization of port facilities 
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NEED/DEMAND ESTIMATORS 

RAIL 

R & D 

Federal government rail research and development expenditures 

REGULATION 

Number of rail crossings 
Number of rail safety related complaints received 
Number of businesses affected by abandonment 
Number of miles of rail abandonment petitions filed 

PLANNING 

Number of planned miles of rail service abandonment 
Number of ·potential miles of rail service abandonment 

I~JPROVEMENTS 

Number of miles of track with critical safety def'iciencies 
Number of rail .crossings with critical safety defects 
Number of bridges/structures with crHica 1 safety def"i cienc-i es 

OPERATIONS/MAINTENANCE 

Tota·1 miles of railroad track in Michigan 
miles of freight handled 



NEED/DEMAND ESTIMATORS 

TRUCKS 

REGULATION 

Number of weighing stations operated 
Number of rate cases filed 

PLANNING 

Number of truck terminals planned by 1980 (from 1974 NTS) 
Number of truck terminals planned by 1990 (from 1974 NTS) 

NEW CONSTRUCTION 

Increase in cargo tonnage handled expected (thru 1980) 

IMPROVEMENTS 

Historic increase in freight tonnage handled 

OPERATIONS/MAINTENANCE 

Number of intercity truck termi na 1 s 
Total annual truck miles' 
Miles of highway truck routes 
Number of trucks 
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NEED/DEMAND ESTIMATORS 

PIPELINES 

REGULATION 

Miles of new pipeline applications pending - natural gas/petroleum 
products/other 

PLANNING 

Number of miles of pipeline planned by 1980- natural gas/petrol:».n:: 
products/other 

Number of miles of pipeline planned by 1990 - natural gas/petrolEum 
products/other 

NEW CONSTRUCTION 

Increase in pipeline tonnage handled expected thru 1980 
petroleum products/other 

II~PROVEMENTS 

Number of miles of pipelines not meeting state requirements - natund 
gas/petroleum products/other 

Historic increase in tonnage/material handled - natural gas/ 
petroleum products/other 

CWERAHONS/MAINTENANCE 

Totzt1 rP-Amber of miles of pipel-~nc 
of moda 1 i ntt:}v~chdnge ,~ 1 i t~i r2s 

othm· 
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INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this paper is to review the status of transportation 

program structure development in other states using a program budgeting 

system. 

This review was done by, first of all, reviewing the fiscal year 

1974 budget documents for forty-four states to see what was currently being 

used, as well as to provide indication of past efforts or future direction. 

The status of the states participating in the State and Local Finances 

Project at George Washington University (the so-called 5-5-5 project) was 

also reviewed. A literature search was performed which revealed several 

interesting activities with respect to program budgeting. Of particular 

note here is the book "Status of PPB in the States" by A 11 en Schick 

(published by The Brookings Institute, 1972) which reviews the status of 

program budgeting in many states. From the survey of the budget documents 

states which seemed to have devoted a considerable attention to the 

transportation program, or for which unusual features were noted, were 

contacted. These contacts were with either Transportation Program budget 

offices, or those who had been responsible for developing the transportation 

program structure. Pe.rtinent details are included in the detail discussion. 

As a result of this survey, several interesting observations can be 

made. First of all, there are very few states which have anything more 

elaborate for a program structure than modal agencies' budgets consolidated 

in a "Transportation" program, and a few superficial program measures such 

as "miles of highway," etc. 
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Of those states which have progressed beyond this stage, there was no 

state which "stood out" with respect to having done an obviously thorough 

job. There was also a great disparity noted in many states between the 

granularity of the transportation program structure and the structure for 

other major programs. This difficulty in dealing w"ith transportation was 

further confirmed in discussion with responsible budget analysts. Those 

states which seemed to have the greatest degree of modal consolidation wen2 

those which had a state Department of Transportation. Nineteen states now 

have such an agency. Another significant difference which emerged was wei 

respect to the role of planning the program budgeting system. Some states, 

such as Michigan, have a fairly weak tie-in with planning and others, such 

as Florida, have a strong tie-in. 

None of the states reviewed had explicitly identified "impact ind'iccri:o c 

The trend seemed to be to identify "program measures" which represent SOilK', 

thing of a mixture of impact indicators, output measures, need/demand 

estimators and workload measures. Thus, none of the states reviewed or 

contacted seem to have made any significant progress with respect to tile 

c,naiytical coupling of program outputs and impact indicators. 

I of the persons contacted directly made expli t 

lied bebleen a 1 ci gr;ment 

CCI::'irent accounting system and the ana clyti ca] -~ i llkage Of OUtputs to ·impacts. 

ict seemed to 

It ttJas also noted during the course of th·is review that many states 

VE rE:trea.ted considerably from program budgeting. This has been to 

factor-s, most of which are discussed in Allen Schicl<'s bonk. 



The lack of ability to firmly establish analytical linkages has 

prompted some states to orient more strongly toward narrative description 

of program results, particularly Pennsylvania and Wisconsin. 

In the course of this review many curious compromises in the program 

structure were observed. No state seemed to have a particularly noteworthy 

structure from an analytical standpoint. 

This review proved to be useful from several standpoints. First of 

all, some of the transportation program structures provided a good frame of 

reference for Tasks 4 and 5, which were oriented to defining and analyzing 

alternative transportation program structures. Secondly, the discussion 

and written material provided some interesting ideas worthy of consideration 

with respect to program measures and data display techniques, such as 

graphical displays. These have been incorporated in WorkinrJ Paper #1. As 

discussed, no particularly significant analytical features were uncovered, 

but this was not expected. 
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WISCONSIN 

Wisconsin was the first state in the union to develop a program 

budget, however, the initial attempts involved only the classification 

of expenditures according to the activities and services provided by 

governmental agencies (the program budget as conceived under the 

performance system of budgeting). However, a program budget in the 

accepted PPB format had been prepared and submitted to the legislature 

as early as 1965. 

Any further development of the State's PPB system has proceeded 

much more slowly; the entire process was expected, in 1971, to extend 

into the mid-1970's. 

Discussion with Mr. Mike Lovejoy, who has responsibility for

Wisconsin's transportation budget, revealed that the 1971-1973 budget 

concentrated heavily on performance indicators, however, the 1973-1975 

budget tends to de-emphasize performance indicators and dwells more on 

the development of pol icy papers for the State Department of Tloanspor-

~~ation. This would appear to be a retreat from a PPB system in this 

gnHlcant change 1n 

reriod 1971-1973 to 1973-1975 has been an almost total restr·uctur·ing 

1:~1 Depar·tment of Transportation as forlows: 

1. Airports & Aeronautical Activities 
L I·Hghway Facilities 
i.. Vehicle and Driver Regulation 
.c; TnJ.nsportation Administration and Plann·ing 
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The new program structure is diagrammed on the following page. This 

structure is broken down by major activities (i.e., maintenance, improve-

ments, regulation) at the program level and modally oriented at the sub

program level. Objective statements are given for each the program and 

sub-program categories. As indicated above, performance measures received 

little attention in the 1973-1975 fiscal year budget. 

The executive budget "policy papers" mentioned above appear to be a 

sizeable undertaking by the Bureau of Planning and Budget. A 250 page 

document was prepared for the 1973-1975 fiscal year, encompassing the 
I 

entire state government apparatus. In these papers, major policy issues 

are addressed, recommendations for change are given, along with a problem 

definition and alternative solutions to the problem. In some instances, 

the impacts of these alternative solutions are also addressed. 

As stated previously, Wisconsin's budget is in a programmatic 

format, however, further progress toward implementation of a PPB system 

of budgeting has been extremely limited. 

5 



r}apa rtment of 
Transportation 

. . . . ____ S,~ate Age~cy Assi~tance 
rnrci;Port~rclon P.:; •0~H1gh'.'1ay fVIlleage A1ds 

Financial l1sslstanc~<~Highway Supplemental Aids 

/
/ -..........._Transportation Financial Assistance 

Attorney General Services 
I 

I 
I 1 portation Registration, 

/ Licensing, Inspection and 

Motor Vehicle Registration & Licensing 
~Motor Vehicle Driver Examination, Improvement 
~Highway Traffic Patrol and Inspection 

General Program Operations 

Control 

/ 

Enforcement 

// Transportation Facility 
Highway General, Winter and Special 

·~Non-State Highway Bridge Operations 
General Program Operations 

Maintenance 

. /' /" Maintenance & Operations 

~ /y 

--···-~-- Transportation 
·~- Development & 

Improvement 

\' 

" 

Facility 

ir Transportation Development & Improvement 
Highway and Bridge Bond Improvement 

Less Transfers to Bond Revenues 
Total Highway and Bridge Road Improvement 

~::::--Highway Freeway and Expressway Improvements 
Highway Standard Improvement 
Legislatively Directed Improvements 
Non-State Highway Improvements 
General Program Operations 

Principal Repayment and Interest, Interstate 
Principal Repayment and Interest, Highways 

''\,Jtansportati on Facility Principal Repayment and Interest, Bridges 
Service Principal Repayment and Interest, Capital Fac. 

Interstate Bond Principal Repayment Sinking Fund 

Trarosporta ti on Admi ni stra.t ion -=:::::::::::::Departmenta 1 Admi ni strati on 
& 0 1annlng Transportation Planning 



DEPARTMENT 

Transportation 

PROGRAM 

Vehicle & Driver 
Regulation 

SUB-PROGRAM 

Regulation & licensing 
~Driver Control & Improvement 

Enforcement & Inspection 
Motor Vehicle Education & Safety 
Vehicle & Driver Regulation & Support Services 

Transportation -====:Transportation Support Services 
Administration & Planning - Transportation Administration 

WISCONSIN PROGRAM STRUCTURE 

1971-1973 
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FLORIDA 

Florida has developed a comprehensive long-range planning system and 

a very complete program structure for the Executive Branch of the State 

Government. The Department of Administration is required by the Florida 

Statutes to develop the Florida State Plan as a part of its long-range 

planning system for the State of Florida. The Florida State Plan must 

consist in,part of the following: 

a The overa 11 1 ong-range goa 1 s and objectives of the state government. 

o The shorter term specific objectives and plans geared to and 

consistent with the long-terms goals and objectives. 

o Annual six-year development programs including recommended finar.ci,, I 

schedules for each of the planning areas. 

o Alternate methods of accomplishing long- and short-range develnnrw""'" 

plans including recommended financial schedules for each alternate 

method. 

o A six-year schedule of proposed capital improvements. 

formal adoption of any substantia 1 phase or part of the plan undev· CU(Tent 

upon the joint action of officers 

1\s one of the stages in preparation of the F"lorida State plan, Chaptr!r 

submission of 

"Upon request of the department of administration, each stil,t<! 
shall annually file with the department its plan for each 
lt$ j1~risdiction to be undertaken or executed for the next si;r 
TIJ,e plan shan include: (1) a full explanation of the need am.l 

on for each program, ( 2) its re 1 a ti ons hip to other simi 1 a r proqv·atli'' 
nq carried out by state, 1 oca 1 , federa ·1 or private agencies, and 

(3) tile annua·l anticipated accomplishment of each progr·am over 
(ne.xt) six years as is feasible. 

,, 
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The Florida planning legislation further provides that ''the planning 

and budget director shall submit to the Secretary recommendations for the 

annual development programs based on the information submitted by each state 

agency and his analysis of developmental needs and requirements." The plans 

and proposals of the various departments,though fitted to the tentative 

goals and objectives of the State program structure, have not been given the 

intensive review and recommendation required of the central executive and 

thus bear no recommendation for adoption beyond the budget year 1972-73. 

The six-year plan represents one component of Florida's evolving and 

developing planning, programming, budgeting system. A capsule review of 

that system and progress in its development to date is presented below: 

Florida's Planning and Budgeting System 

There is a significant movement in the management and direction of govern

mental operations at both the state and local levels in the nation today 

which is often characterized as the installation of a PPBS (Planning, 

Programming, Budgeting System). Rather than being a precise methodology or 

procedure that can be automatically placed into operation within a govern-· 

mental enterprise, it is rather a collection of several principles or 

emphases that, when combined, might be called a system. 

These principles or emphases are: 

(1) An emphasis on the fundamental purposes or objectives that the 

government exists to perform. This is an emphasis on the output rather than 

the input--an emphasis on what is to be accomplished rather than on the means 

of accomplishment. Using this approach, the end product of an expenditure 

must be assessed fully, prior to any consideration of the means (men, 

money, and materials). 

9 
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{2) An emphasis, stemming from and consistent with (1) above, on £rQ9I~~ 

rather than organization; thus an emphasis upon what is to accomplished, 

and at what cost, rather than upon the continuation of established organizational 

staffing numbers and levels of expenditure. A budget which reflects this 

emphasis is called a "program budget". 

{3) An emphasis upon the consideration of alternative ways of accomplishing 

the objectives of government rather than simply a continuation of the same me0ns 

or processes year after year. In the consideration of alternatives a systerniJi.i< 

comparison of relative costs and benefits under each alternative is requi 

a fully developed PPB system. 

(4) An emphasis on the measurement of effectiveness of a governmental 

program in accomplishing the objectives it is designed to a chi eve. Furthel· 

the emphasis is on quantification, that is, on the explicit enumel"ation 

targets to be achieved and the counting of results actually atta·ined against 

those ta r·gets. 

{5) An emphasis on multi-year planning and program budgeting, over at 

least a five year period. 

Florida's committment to an integrated Planning, Programming, BudgHlnq 

is undeniable. The Florida Legis l o. t1n"e, h~ th~~ee separ·ate piece:: 

'c s 12"1 on~ clearly giver, its 1 r,; ', 

(I) the state planning law, which provided for the formal annuai 

State i! 

accomplishments and financi a 1 schedules for each of the six yeMs 

p!rogram area, and for the formal adoption of each of these; 
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(2) legislation requiring the Auditor General of the state to begin 

performance audits of all state operations. This obviously requires each 

department of the state to establish criteria for evaluation of its programs' 

effectiveness in order for the Auditor General to certify actual accomplish·· 

ment compared with planned, budgeted, or anticipated accomplishment; 

(3) the reorganization act of 1969, which lists as the responsibility 

of the head of every department a requirement that he "compile annually a 

comprehensive program budget covering such period as may be required, 

reflecting all program and fiscal matters relating to the operation of his 

department and each program, subprogram, and activity therein and such 

other matters as may be required by law; 

(4) the revision of the budget law, also included in the reorganization 

act of 1969 and revised again in 1971, which provides that "the deparment 

(of administration) in consultation with the legislative auditor shall 

prescribe a budget system and related reporting and evaluation procedures 

to establish a plan for continuous planning and programming by all state 

agencies to provide for effective management practices and internal controls 

and for efficient operation." 

Florida's State Program Structure 

A major step toward the statewide implementation of PPBS was the 

development of a program structure encompassing all of the undertakings 

of each and every area and responsiblity of the executive branch of state 

government. This program structure provides an orderly arrangement of state· 

undertakings regardless of their organization placement and provides the 

framework for preparation of the Florida State Plan as well as of the 

executive program budget for annual presentation to the Florida legislature. 

11 
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Completed first and published in August, 1970, the structure was re-examined,, 

revised and re-published in July, 1971. Each and every current and proposed 

undertaking of each and every department of the executive branch of state 

government has been placed within the revised state program structure. 

Florida's Planning, Programming, Budgeting System 

Considerable effort was devoted towards identifying and mandating the 

use of specific program component measures - need, effectiveness, effici~:nc::J 

and t-lorl<load - for each substantive program component. Significant progr·~;,ss 

was achieved in this endeavor. However, additional effort is felt to be 

required before program measures may be used with confidence as prima1·y 

considerations in our budget analysis and recommendation process. 

Florida believes it is necessary, before appropriations can be made •.m 

a program basis, to (a) develop, install and refine accounting systems 

procedures dedicated to program accounting, and (b) deter·mine. the progrmn 

level and the organizational level at which appropriations will be made iif;;] 

np and implement the procedura 1 mechanism requ·i red for tllrr; 

at·ians through the appropriation, encumbr.anr.•e and di 

have not been furly provided for and because al'l of the problems cammr 



PROGRAM 

9.0 Transportation 

FLORIDA TRANSPORTATION PROGRAM STRUCTURE 

SUBPROGRAM 

9.1 Transportation System 
Improvements 

9.3 Transportation Safety 
Services 

9:x Administrative Direction 
and Support Services 

ELEMENT 

9.11 Transportation Planning Studies 
9.12 Transportation Planning Statistics 
9.13 Transportation Planning Research 
9.14 Highway Preliminary Engineering 

~~====9.15 Highways Right-of-Way Acquisition 
§ 9.16 Highway Construction & Improvements 
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9.17 Mass Transportation Improvements 
9.18 Waterways Improvements 
9. l X · Admin Direction & Support Services 

Highway Facilities Operating Services 
Maintenance of Highway Struct & Surfaces 
Regulation of Outdoor Advertising 
Vehicle Weight & Size Regulation 
Mass Transit Operating Assistance 
Admin Direction & Support Services 

9.31 Aviation Safety Services 
---- 9. 32 Waterways Safety Services 

9.33 Traffic Supervision & Services 
~~====~9.34 Driver Testing, Licensing & Improvement 

9.35 Driver Safety Education 
9.36 Motor Vehicle Safety Inspection 
9.37 Highway Safety Grants-in-Aid 
9.3X Admin Direction & Support Services 



------ ----- -- -- ----- ------------------------- ------~ 

PROGRAM: 9.0 TRANSPORTATION 

GOAL: To facilitate social, economic, cultural and recreational 
interaction. 

OBJECTIVES: 

o To provide an integrated mix of transportation modes (aviation, 
highways, mass transit) which offer viable alternatives for 
the movement of people and goods; 

o To reduce the losses in human lives, injuries, and property 
damage due to accidents in transportation; 

o To protect the State's investment in transportation facilities; 

o To have a positive effect on the physical, social and cultu;-al 
environment of the State. 

DEFINITION: 

This program encompasses those undertakings of state governmE>Iri: 
which are devoted to the planning, promotion, and/or development 
of the State's transportation system, as well as those regul 
and maintenance functions necessary for its efficient operat·ion. 
The program includes the acqui si ti on of 1 and or ri ght-of--wo.y 
transportation purposes; planning and design of facilities; 
construction of, or supervision over the construction of 
facilities; policing and certain other types of regulatory 
activities pertaining to the operation of the subsystems; 
licensing of operators and inspection of vehicles; coordinative 
efforts between the several levels of government and IJ0tc 
sectors; and those administrative and supportive services 
necessary for the achievement of p1·ogram object·ivec;. 

EY.cluded are: motor vehicle 1icens·h1g l#hich <Is. primd ly fo11' 
purpo:;e or objective of revon~H:.j h~ction; c1assr·oom dl~iver'/
safety education; and pipel-ine regulation, Also excluded are 
regulation and taxing of common carriers which have as their 
obj~ctive the regulation of business ZRnrl 1ect·ion of V'~~~v~_~nuc·. 

14 
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~UBPRQ_G_R_AM: _ __9_.1 TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM IMPROVEMENTS 

Transportation System Improvements: Planning and construction of improvements 
to transportation systems. 

DEFINITION: 

OBJECTIVE: 

ELEMENTS: 

The transportation system in Florida is composed of a number 
of modal subsystems including, but not limited to, highway transport; 
aviation; waterborne transport; rail; pipelines; and various forms of 
mass transit such as bus systems. This subprogram includes those 
state efforts which are directed toward the promotion and develop
ment of an integrated system which will enable the user to select 
the optimal mode for his transportation needs. It includes 
cooperation with and support of other levels of government and 
the private sector in providing a variety of facilities and 
services; inter-modal planning; and the design and construction of 
a statewide highway system. 

To expand the social, cultural, economic, educat·ional and recreational 
opportunities of all the people of the State, as well as those wishing 
to visit from other areas, by providing an integrated mix of trans~ 
portation alternatives which offers a viable choice among modes for 
optimal service, comfort and economy. 

9.11 Transportation Planning Studies 

Objective: To gather, analyze and evaluate on a continuing basis 
alternate transportation system concepts and configur
ations in order to facilitate orderly, progressive 
development of an integrated transportation system. 

9.12 Transportation Planning Statistics 

Objective: To efficiently process transportation planning data 
with the highest standards of economy, and to fulfill 
the specialized requirements of transportation engineers, 
planners, and public and private groups dependent upon 
the qata. 

9.13 Transportation Planning Research 
' 

Objective: To p~ovide new planning techniques and methods which 
provide more accurate and efficient means for determining 
the near-term and l ong~Tange needs for new and/or 
modified transportation systems. 

15 



SUBPROGRAM: 9.1 TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM IMPROVEMENTS (Cont'd) 

9.14 Highway Preliminary Engineering 

Objective: To provide engineering services necessary to maintain 
an orderly flow of highway improvement projects which 
effectively implement the State highway construction 
program. 

9.15 Highway Right-of-Way Acquisition 

Objective: To efficiently and economically acquire such rea·l 
estate as is required to provide rights-of-way for 
highway facility improvements. 

9.16 Highway Construction and Improvements 

Objective: To supervise the construction of highway improvements 
as programmed in the Five Year Construction Plan and 
Work Program to insure that they are constructed 
efficiently and economically in accordance with 
specifications. 

9.17 Mass Transportation Improvements 

Objective: To extend the coverage and improve the levels of 
service provided by surface transit systems, air 
carriers, and general aviation, and promote the 
development and implementation of technologicany 
advanced mass transportation systems. 

9.18 Waterways Improvements 

Objective: To develop an integrated system of navigable '"; · 
ports, and harbors which is adequate for the shippinu, 
travel, and recreat"ional needs of waterborne tv·;;,ps
portation in the state. 

_S.vJnm<lrx __ gf Ag£nci es' Plans 

range ~dans for ,. "-' , 
o:;: 1 ons 1J wing Dlr{l~F;-'.:)f!I-;, 

J.gency efforts iH"e to be di achievinsi a postun· 
designed to maximize the capture of discretionar·y federal il.id y; 

it becomes available. 
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SUBPROGRAM: 9.2 TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM MAINTENANCE 

Transportation System Maintenance: Protecting the state's investments in 
transportation systems. 

DEFINITIONS: 

OBJECTIVE: 

ELEMENTS: 

The state responsibility for maintenance and operation of 
transportation systems is presently limited to the highway 
system; however, this subprogram will include all state 
supported efforts relating to the maintenance and operation 
of highways of various classifications, bridges, tunnels, 
ferries, toll facilities, and all other components of the 
highway system including related appurtenances; and state 
support for the operation or maintenance of other modes of 
transportation. 

To optimize the combined costs and benefits of the transportation 
systems, considering the effect upon the environmental, aesthetic, 
and social values of the people of the state, and the economic and 
and social benefits which can be accrued. 

9.21 Highway Facilities Operating Services 

Objective: To manage and operate all facilities to the end that 
each functions on a profit making basis and provide 
for the timely liquidation of its indebtedness while 
providing a high level of service and convenience to 
its patrons. 

9.22 Maintenance of Highway Structures and Surfaces 

Objective: To provide for safe and efficient movement of persons 
and goods by maintaining highways and public service 
facilities to a safety and quality level that· preserves 
the state's investment. 

9.23 Regulation of Outdoor Advertising 

Objective: To provide for the movement of persons and goods 
safely and enjoyably through regulations which 
preclude the erection of distracting and/or unsightly 
signs, and/or other.advertising material adjacent to 
highways. 

17 
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SUBPROGRAM: 9.2 TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM MAINTENANCE (Cont'd) 

9.24 Vehicle Weight and Size Regulation 

Objective: To preclude damage to the State highway system and 
excessive maintenance costs through regulation of 
the weight and size of vehicles using the State 
highway system. · 

9.25 Mass Transportation Systems Operating Assistance 

Objective: To provide interim service to patrons of mass transpor· 
tation systems through short-term financial assistance~ 

Summary of Agencies' Plans 

The six-year agency plans project a 52% increase in maintenance 
and operating costs between 1971 and 1978; these costs are borne entirely 
by state (and local) fuel tax revenues and toll collections. 

Agency efforts are directed toward increasing efficitmcy <md 
productivity through organizational and technological improvements. 
legislation provides the opportunity for counties to assume the managemenL 
and operation of their own maintenance programs on certain components of 
the highway system, an option several counties have exercised. It may l1c 
several years before the advantages or disadvantages of this system can 
be accurately assessed, however. 

18 
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SUBPROGRAM: 9.3 TRANSPORTATION SAFETY SERVICES 

Transportation Safety Services: Regulatory and educational efforts aimed 
at reducing losses due to transportation-related accidents. 

DEFINITION: 

OBJECTIVE: 

ELEMENTS: 
I 

This subprogram includes those undertakings of state government 
which are concerned with transportation safety, protection of 
lives and property through the enforcement of laws and regulations 
and educational efforts directed at the users of the 
transportation system. Included will be such activities as: 
inspection of vehicles and facilities for operational safety; 
examination and licensing of operators; police traffic supervision 
and services; accident data collection and analysis; safety 
education; and the planning and administration of highway 
safety grants-in-aid to units of local government. 

To reduce the losses in human lives, injuries, and property 
damage due to accidents in transportation. 

9.31 Aviation Safety Services 

OBJECTIVE: To promote the safe and efficient movement of people 
and goods by air through the reduction of the 
probability of accidents involving aircraft in the 
state. 

9.32 Waterways Safety .Services 

OBJECTIVE: To promote the full utilization of the State's 
waterways for commercial and recreational purposes 
through enforcement and educational efforts tending 
to minimize the likelihood of boating accidents. 

9.33 Traffic Supervision and Services 

OBJECTIVE: To reduce the accident rate, death rate and property 
damage rate due to highway accidents. 
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SUBPROGRAM: 9.3 TRANSPORTATION SAFETY SERVICES (Cont'd) 

9.34 Driver Testing, Licensing, and Improvement 

OBJECTIVE: To reduce the accident rate, fatality rate, and 
property damage rate through efforts aimed at 
insuring the proficiency of licensed drivers. 

9.35 Driver Safety Education 

OBJECTIVE: Reduce the.accident rate, death rate, and property 
damage rate through safety education of motorists 
and pedestrians. 

9.36 Motor Vehicle Safety Inspection 

OBJECTIVE: To reduce the accident rate, death rate, and 
property damage rate caused by unsafe vehicles. 

9.37 Highway Safety Grants-in-Aid 

OBJECTIVE: To reduce the accident rate, death rate, and property 
damage rate due to highway accidents through the 
implementation of the State's responsibilities under 
the National Highway Safety Act of 1966. 

Summary of Agencies' Plans 

Narrative summary of agency plans for improved safety through 
increased levels of enforcement of traffic rules and regulations, vehicuL1r 
inspections, etc. 

20 
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DISCUSSION WITH FLORIDA STATE BUDGET DIVISION 

Talked to Mr. Jim Ward, who is responsible for development of the 

Transportation Structure for Florida, which is located in the State Budget 

Division, in the Florida Department of Administration. 

History 

The structure was first done in.a study in 1968 of the State Road 

Commission which addressed the PPB structure and the organization. The 

structure was based on Federal categories such as urban-urban, urban-rural, 

inter-urban, etc. This proved to be unworkable from the standpoint of 

obtaining requisite data, and felt to be unnecessary by the legislature. 

The current structure relates to current organizations and accounting 

systems and was first used in FY 72. It was discussed on an element basis 

by the legislature this year, and decisions were made on basis of program 

budget. The structure will be used again next year and is 98% complete. 

The entire structure was coordinated with legislative committees and then 

presented to the DOT. Florida now has a DOT. The focus is on starting 
' 

with maintenance and maintenance standards and then proceeding to allocate 

remainder to new projects. 

Relationship to Organizational and Accounting Structure 

The lowest level is the sub-element level which corresponds to 

organizational units. The 400 cost centers .used by the Florida DOT all 

fit into elements and sub-elements. The structure was developed by 

starting at the bottom using the manuals for the DOT accounting system. 

The structure encompasses the entire DOT plus some of the safety programs 

of the State Police. 
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Impacts 

Objectives are stated in terms of statements relating to 

environmental, social and safety concerns. There are no quantified 

impact indicators per-se. These objectives seem rather to be addressed 

through the planning process. Specifically, the State develops a 

Department Work Program, which is a five-year plan based upon public 

hearings, and meetings with county and local officials and planning 

agencies. This process determines priority of construction projects. 

l.t is f~rther constrained by available funding. These plans are then 

directly tied to the program structure. For example, the number of 

lane miles to be constructed, by category, must follow the plan, 

_f{~1antjJi ab 1 e Measures 

Quantifiable measures are presented at three levels: 

o Needs estimates 

o Effectiveness measures 

o Efficiency measures 

o Workload measures 

These 1nc!ude: 

0 lane miles maintained at level of quality specified by state 

standards 

;: 
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Effectiveness Measures ·--------
Examples: 

o percent of standards met for maintenance 

o percent of roads meeting specifications (currently 1/2 or 1% 

not eligible for Federal funding because below specifications) 

Efficiency Measures 

Examples: 

o Cost per lane mile for maintenance at actual level and cost 

per lane mile meeting 100% of standards (currently 77% of 

standards met) 

o With safety specific studies on roads with high accident rates_ 

to define needed roadway improvements 

o For construction - cost per lane mile, cost of supervision and 

inspection as % of contract price, etc. 

Workload Measures 

Examples are: 

Maintenance 

o Acres mowed large machines 

o Acres mowed small machines 

o Acres mowed hand machines 

o Acres treated with chemicals 

o Number signs maintained 
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Florida State Plan 

This year the Florida legislature separated a Budget Division and 

Planning Division. An out year document was prepared, just one year but 

this has been dropped. It is part of the basis for planning process, 

such as Department Work Plans. 

Data Requirements 

All data currently available. Much of statistics come from traffic 

flow data, deficiency rating system, etc., especially for the planning 

Data computerized includes number of signs in state system, lane 

miles, etc. by urban/rural and Federal Aid and State Classificat"ion. 

Future ---.--

Analysis to tie in time back to system. For example, when win 98% 

level be met for maintenance with respect to standards? 

,.; 



GEORGIA 

Georgia produced a budget document in two parts for the. fiscal years 

1974-1979, Volume II being a "programmatic display" supplement to the 

executive budget. This is required under Georgia Act 1066 which includes 

the following requirements: 

(l) Office of Planning & Budget directed to prepare and annually 

update the Biennial Development Plan; 

(2) Provides that each program shall have ohjectives, alternative 

solutions and expenditure plans; 

(3) There shall be a continuous review of programs to determine 

their consistency with long-range policies and goals; and 

(4) Governor shall submit the State Development Program to the 

·General Assembly along with the executive budget. 

The State government has been organized into seven Program Categories. 

The first part of Volume II contains a summary of the State 

Development Program. The recommended expenditures for each major program 

category are summarized, and a graphic comparison is shown. A brief 

narrative outlines demographic, socio-economic and physical conditions 

and trends in Georgia. Five-year projections are given for all programs. 

The second part of Volume II is divided into seven sections, one for 

each Major Program Category. At the beginning of each section, the major 

program Goal is stated; the programs of the category are listed; a major 

program financial summary is provided, and the major program is assessed. 

Following this information is a summary of each program; the objective 

is stated; activities which make up the program are listed; program 

financial summary is presented. Narrative is included that identifies 

resources and functions, and where possible, planned achievements or 

workload data. 
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t>'J\JOR PROGRAM CATHm<Y 

GEORGIA 

TRANSPORTATION AND COM1·1UNICATION 

PROGRAM STRUCTURE 

PROGRAM ACTIVITIES 

Planning and Construction 
Maintenance and Betterment 

/Highways 

/ 
~~~~~==~Authority Lease Rentals Facilities and Equipment 

Assistance to Municipalities 
Assistance to Counties 
Tollway Systems Administration 

Transportation and ::/ 
Communication -~~------

,,~-----_General Administration Internal Administration: Transportation 

,, 
"- ~Airport Development 

"Inter-Modal Transfer Aviation 
Facilities Mass Transit 

Port Facilities 



MAJOR PROGRAM CATEGORY 

TRANSPORTATION AND COMMUNICATION 

GOAL: To develop and maintain a comprehensive transportation and 
communications network that will enable all Georgians to have 
safe, efficient ·and economical access to the activities, 
services and facilities within the state and in adjoining 
states. 

l.· PROGRAMS 

' . 

Highways 
General Administration 
Inter-Modal Transfer Facilities 

MAJOR PROGRAM OVERVIEW: 

This is a narrative summary of the activities and plans for the 
transportation system of the State of Georg·ia. 
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PROGRAM: HIGHWAYS 

OBJECTIVE: 

To provide an adequate highway system for the safe, efficient, and 
economical movement of people and goods. 

ASSESSMENT: 

ACTIVITIES 

Planning and Construction 
Maintenance and Betterment 
Authority Lease Rentals 
Facilities and Equipment 
Assistance to Municipalities 
Assistance to Counties 
Tollway Systems Administration 

AGENCIES 

Transportation 
Transportation 
Transportation 
Transportation 
Transportation 
Transportation 
Transportation 

A narrative summary of highway construction statistics, fundin'~l 
levels and sources, etc. 

!l.CTI \1 I TIES 

Planning and Construction 

PURPOSE: To provide an adequate system of roads and bridges for 
the movement of people and goods. 

RESOURCES: 

IONS:. 

\~ORKLOAD DATA: 

" No. of p;rojects programmed 
1P~ location studies 

o 1:cs of photogrammetric datil 
o No. of property appraisals 
o No. of relocations 
o Mi"les of State Highway System constructed 



i -·:. 

PROGRAM: HIGHWAYS (Cont'd) 

Authority_~ease Rentals: 

PURPOSE: To provide lease rental financing for highway construction 
and maintenance. 

RESOURCES: 

FUNCTIONS: 

PLANNED ACHIEVEMENTS: 

Not applicable 

Maintenance and Betterments 

PURPOSE: To maintain and improve roads and bridges. 

RESOURCES: 

FUNCTIONS: 

WORKLOAD DATA: 

The State's current inventory of 17,887 miles of road includes: 
37,800 lane miles of paved highways; 300 lane miles of unpaved 
highways, 5,845 bridges, related shoulders, ditches, fences, rest 
areas, guardrails and signs. 

o Mi 1 es of road contracted for patching, 1 eve 1 i ng and resurfacing . 
o Lane miles painted 
o linear feet bridge cleaned and painted 
o Number of markers installed 
o Signs processed 
o Square feet of metal reclaimed 

Facilities and Equipment 

PURPOSE: To provide land, buildings and equipment to support 
construction and maintenance and State roads and bridges. 

RESOURCES: 

FUNCTIONS: 

PLANNED ACHIEVEMENtS: 

Not applicable 
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PROGRAM: HIGHWAYS (Cont'd) 

Tollway Systems Administration 

PURPOSE: To administer the development, financing, construction 
and operation of existing and proposed toll highway 
facilities. 

RESOURCES: 

FUNCTIONS: 

WORKLOAD DATA: 

o Projects anticipated 
o Public hearings 
o Public meetings 
o Public exhibitions 
o Studies completed 
o Prospective consultants reviewed 

Assistance to Municipalities 

PURPOSE: To provide financial assistance to municipalities to 
construct, maintain and improve roads and bridges. 

RESOURCES: 

FUNCTIONS: 

PLANNED ACHIEVEMENTS: 

o Construction, maintenance and improvement of roads and bri dqE'"? 
~tlithin Georgia's municipalities. 

1\ssist"nce to Counties 

PURPOSE: To provide financial assistance to counties to construct. 
mad nt.2ri n and impi'O\Ie 8.nd dges. 

'fUNCTIONS: 

PLANNED ACHIEVEMENTS: 

" Construction, maintenance and improvement of roads and bri 
with·in Georgia's counties. 



PROGRAM: GENERAL ADMINISTRATION: 

OBJECTIVE: 

To provide administrative support for the Department of Transportation. 

ACTIVIT! ES: 

' \ L Internal Administration: Transportation 

:- --i' 
i-' 

PURPOSE: To manage, administer and support the construction and 
maintenance of transportation facilities. 

RESOURCES: 

FUNCTIONS: 

PLANNED ACHIEVEMENTS: 

Not applicable. 

OO~ffilOOI ~ \1 ~,~lffi~1~ffillf 
MICHIGM'I f!!PfWfMH,iT Of STATE 

~[~[,\~:;~[j[NJ@V ~~~~Uj]a 
P. 0. DFlAWER "K" 48904 
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PROGRAM: INTER-MODAL TRANSFER FACILITIES 

OBJECTIVE: 

To provide for the fast, efficient, and.safe transport of people 
and goods and their transfer from one transportation mode to another. 

ASSESSMENT: 

ACTIVITIES 

Airport Development 
Aviation 
Mass Transit 
Port Facilities 

AGENCIES 

Transportation 
Transportation 
Transportation 
Community Development 

This is a narrative summary of the current status of air, rail 
and water transportation systems in the state of Georgia. An 
exce 11 ent example of an assessment is quoted from this section: 

"Railroad passenger service in the State is poor." 

ACTIVITIES: 

Airport Development 

PURPOSE: To aid in construction of an adequate system of airports 
in the State. 

ir?ESOIJRCES: 

IONS: 

~iORKLOJl,D DATA: 

o Number of projects assisted 
of seminars 



PROGRAM: INTER-MODAL TRANSFER FACILITIES (Cont'd) 

Aviation 

PURPOSE: To assist in planning and development of a comprehensive 
system of airports in .the State. 

RESOURCES: 

FUNCTIONS: 

WORKLOAD DATA: 

o Number of airport master plans assisted 

Mass Trans it 

PURPOSE: To assist in planning and development of adequate mass 
transportation facilities in the State. 

RESOURCES: 

FUNCTIONS: 

WORKLOAD DATA: 

o Number of technical studies annoted 

PORT FACILITIES 

PURPOSE: To provide for pass-through funds to Georgia Ports 
Authority for debt services. 

RESOURCES: 

FUNCTIONS: 

PLANNED ACHIEVEMENTS: 

Not applicable 
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OREGON 

The Oregon budget combines features of the line~item, performance 

and program budgets. The program structure is modally oriented. It 

includes output indicators, defined as quantitative measures of results 

which indicate the degree of accomplishment toward a specific objective. 

These output indicators are not specifically identified for every 

pn1gram, as it has not been possible to identify the measurable results 

in each case. 

Workload indices have been emphasized in the 1973-75 recommended 

budget; in general, these have become more meaningful as the agencies 

have become more experienced in analyzing their activ:ities and pl·ojc;ctJ 

their workload trends. 

The 1973-75 recommended budget continues the practice of segregi:\ti 

all expenditure items on the basis of whether the expenditure is proposed 

from the General Fund, Federal Funds or Other Funds. This breakdown 

become traditional since federal grants have become a major soutce 

for many state programs. Thtougl1 trri s method of i 

ationships are more eo1sily 

Depax·trnent and the Legislature can better anticipate problems that nr1 t 

iil 

The budget review process is facil Hated by some method of clil·;; i "'''' 

"''' ma,tr,•d costs. In the 1973-75 budget, separate expenditur·e clasci'iiuri > 

t·ate the cost of continuing present services from the cost 

set·vices. These classifications, briefly def'ined,, av·e:. 



,_' 

Base Budget - the costs necessary to continue in 1973-75 the 

expenditure levels approved by the 1971 Legislative 

Assembly. Interim modifications by the Emergency 

'l Board are also included in this classification. 

Increased 
Workload - additional costs related to increases in the workload 

Program 
Improvements - increased costs resulting from expansion of existing 

programs beyond the level included in base budget or 

increased workload. Operation of new facilities and 

new programs are program improvements. 

Since the services which a government could provide are infinite and 

the resources available to pay for these services are limited, the 

construction of a budget requires the reexamination of objectives and 

rearrangement of priorities so that the public's most urgent needs can be 

met with the resources available. The state-wide objectives were accumulated 

in 1970 in the document "Goals for a Liveable Oregon" and produced one 

extremely controversial objective for the State. This objective was in 

essence•:oregon should discourage any tourists from coming into the state, 

and further discourage those who did come from staying in Oregon." This 

was accompli shed in the 1973-75 budget with the fo 11 owing statement: 

"The Tourist Information Program is reduced to reflect de-emphasis in 

attracting tourists to Oregon." A discussion with Jon Yunker, who is 

responsible for Transportation Programs on the Budget Division Staff, 

revealed, however, that these state goals were for the most part not used 

in the 1973-75 budget process. 

Oregon's budget also included several pages of graphical representation 

of objectives, improvement needs, and expenditure levels. These graphs 

included the following: 
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(1) The State Highway's Division's objectives are to construct and 

maintain an efficient and safe highway system; ensure the orderly 

growth of tourism in the state; and achieve optimum recreational 

use of the state's public and private lands. The following 

chart shows the increasing demand placed on the state highway system. 

Annual Billion Ton-Miles Over Highway System 

Vs 

Annual Billion Vehicle-Miles Traveled on Highway System 

(2) The highway construction budget provides for shifting concentn~ nn 

from the interstate highway system which is nearing completion to 

the ABC system which consists of crucial primary and seconda<"Y 

roads. The following chart depicts the level of incl"ease 111 

ABC needs as compared to available resources to rneet these 

(3) The objective of the Aeronautics Division is to promote and incrc;c;e 

the availability of efficient and safe air transportation services, 

The following chart depicts the "Estimated Total Oregon A'l 

Construction and Improvement Needs." 

! 4) The following charts sho!1l the 

lJ'ivision Workload. 

(b) 

(c) Suspensions Except ''Driving While Suspended'' 
to Furnish Security Deposit" 

(5) This chart depicts Oregon's Ports' anticipated expendi 

waterway and harbor improvement needs, as identif'ied in the I 

National Transportation Needs Study. 
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(6) This graph illustrates the growth that mass tranit has experienced 

since state assistance began in 1970. Growth is measured by the 

number of mass transit patrons in six Oregon urban areas. 

(7) The objective of the Traffic Safety Commission is to promote traffic 

safety in Oregon primarily through the use of federal grants to state 

agencies and local governments. This graph depicts the obligation 

of Section 402 federal funds to Oregon's Traffic Safety Program. 
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Of TRANSPORT PROGRAM STr<iJCTURE 

DIVISION PROGRA~1S OR ACTIVITIES 

Office of the Director~---- Pro vi de transportation pol icy deci sian-makers 
.j •dwit~ ~nformation required to reach sound 

ec1s1onso 0 0 • 

. 1/ Aeronautics -===========-Air Transportation & Safety 
Search and Rescue 

~Administration 

. 
Administrative Services 
Field Services 
Traffic Safety 

c s.a.fety ~---- __ _ 

Assure and assist coordinated planning 
activities and communications between 
individual ports, port regions 

Provide grants to state agencies and 
loc.ol governments to maintain traffic 

program ~ . " 

-- -- -----:--------- ;-:·,-·;o 



:~- ; ! 

OBJECTIVES: 

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR 

Develop long-range comprehensive transportation plans and coordinate 
transportation activities of the state. 

PROGRAMS OR ACTIVITIES: 

Provide transportation policy decision-makers with information required 
to reach sound decisions. Promote, assist and support a coordinated 
transportation policy-making mechanism and process. Improve coordination 
and communications among state and local agencies concerned with 
transportation planning and development. Develop Oregon's portion of 
the national transportation plan; assist in aviation planning and 
develop and support regional transportation committees. Participate in 
the State Transportation Coordinating Committee and provide assistance 
to the Governor's Transportation Council. 

RECOMMENDED PROGRAM LEVEL: 

The recommended budget provides for minimal increase in base budget 
activities. There is recommended a major program improvement to 
provide financial assistance to districts for development and. 
continuation of district transportation committees. 

OUTPUT INDICATORS: 

None Identified 

WORKLOAD INDICES: 

None Identified 

PROGRAM ANALYSIS: 
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AERONAUTICS DIVISION 

OBJECTIVES: 

Promote and increase the availability of efficient and safe air 
transportation services. 

PROGRAMS OR ACTIVITIES: 

Air Transportation and Safety - provide supportive services to local 
governments in planning and developing local airports and construct, 
improve and maintain State airports. Inspect local airport facilities 
to ensure adherence to safety standards and provide a variety of 
services to ensure aeronautical safety and refresher training fm' 
pi.lots. Promote public knowledge of air transportation and transportation 
faciliUes through public relations programs and participate in the 
development of planning studies to provide for the orderly growth of 
air transportation. 

Search and Rescue - coordinate search and rescue efforts. 

RECOM~1ENDED PROGRAM LEVEL: 

Narrative discussing recommended budget appropriation levels. 

OUTPUT INDICATORS: 

o Number of new state and local airports constructed 
• Number of existing airports improved 
o l~umber of state-owned airports receiving maintenance work 
• Number of airport construction improvement and zoning plans prepJ 

jointly with municipalities 
o M<dnteoance of accident rate in Oregon below national averiJ 

- Accidents per l ,000 ail· hours 
- Fatalities per million miles flown 

o Number of domestic air service patterns ·improved 

o Number of state-owned airport construction projects superv·ised 
o Number of state-owned airports requri ng vegetation contr·o 1 
o Number· of airports from which obstades to aircraft operations 
o Number of municipalities aided with engineering and other icc.ti 

a5s·istance in the development of airport plans 
o l\iumber of municipalities aided with technical assistance in ccH:;i.n'' Cii'J 

or improving airports 
•• Nwnber of civil pilots registered 
o Number of active aircraft registered 
c Number of airports licensed annually 

c._ ' ~ 



,_--, 
i_-:j 

! . . 

WORKLOAD INDICES: (Cont'd) 

a Number of airports inspected for safety standards 
o Number of publicly-owned airports provided with runway and taxiway lighting 
o Number of pilot hours expended in providing air transportation to state 

government officials 
o Number of flight school inspection 
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HIGHWAY DIVISION 

OBJECTIVES: 

Construct and maintain an efficient and safe highway system; ensure the 
orderly growth of tourism in the state; and achieve optimum recreational 
growth of the state's public and private lands. 

PROGRAMS OR ACTIVITIES: 

Construction and Real Property Purchasing - develop and extend the 
interstate and noninterstate highway systems; upgrade substandal"d 
highways and aid local governments in the development of urban 
highway systems. 

~1aintenance -maintain state highways in a serviceable condition; 
sand highways; remove snow and slides and maintain highway surfaces. 
bridges and shoulders. 

Parks - acquire land for park sites; construct, operate and maintain 
park sites and aid in implementing the development of the Wi'llamettc 
River Park System 

Tr·avel Information - advertise the attributes of the State of Oreqoi' 
in neighboring states; distribute literature and provide infon11ation 
centers at state borders. 

RECOM~1ENDED PROGRAM LEVEL: 

The recommended budget provides for the continuation of highway 
construction at the present level. Also included in the construct"inn 
budget is $8 million for a new Highway Office Building and $2,750, 
for planned construction of a new Materials Lab Buildinq 

Resot:rces are provided to maintain current levels of opr'ro.tion '""!. 
opment of state parks. 

The Tourist Information Program is reduced to reflect de·-emphas i '' u· 
ilttracting tourists to Oregon 

to 

OUTPUl INDICATORS: CONSTRUCTION AND REAL PROPERTY PURCHASING 

o Stabilize highway deaths per hundred million miles 
o Stabilize highway injuries per hundred nri 11 ion mi h's 
o Stabilize highway accidents per hundred million miles 
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WORKLOAD INDICES: CONSTRUCTION AND REAL PROPERTY PURCHASING 

o Complete or improve miles of interstate 
o Complete or improve miles of noninterstate 
o Initiate or continue local transportation planning studies 
o Acquire scenic areas (acres) 
o Acquire right-of-way - interstate (acres) 
o Acquire right-of-way - noninterstate (acres) 

OUTPUT INDICATORS: MAINTENANCE 

o Number of lane miles maintained 
o Number of vehicle miles maintained {in millions) 
o Number of ton miles maintained {in millions) 

WORKLOAD INDICES: MAINTENANCE 

o Tons of asphaltic concrete used in surface maintenance 
o Winter sanding (cubic yards) 
o Pavement line painting (miles) 
o Bridges maintained 
o Ski area parking lots maintained 

OUTPUT INDICATORS: PARKS 

o Number of park visitations (in millions) 

WORKLOAD INDICES: PARKS 

o Acreas acquired for park sites 
o Campsites developed 
o Beach access sites required 
o Park units operated and maintained 

OUTPUT INDICATORS: TRAVEL INFORMATION 

o Average annual out-of-state visitors expenditures {in millions) 

WORKLOAD INDICES: 

o Number of visitors to the Capitol Gu·ide Service at Salem 
o Advertising - inquiries 
o Printing and distribution of literature 
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MASS TRANSIT DIVISION 

OBJECTIVES: 

Develop an effective state-wide mass transit system. 

PROGRAMS OR ACTIVITIES: 

Establish public transportation as a viable part of Oregon's tota·l 
transportation system and develop public transportation to meet the 
minimum requirements of those most in need of its service. Coordinate 
statecwide transportation activities. Provide and participate in 
planning programs for state-wide public transportation. Prov·ide and 
participate in research on state-wide transportation issues. 

RECOMt~ENDEO PROGRAM LEVEL: 

The recommended program level includes the addition of a professional 
planner and research analyst. There is also recommended support for :1 

\~"illamette Valley Transportation Plan and funds to ass·ist in 1oc:~11 
community planning studies. 

OUTPUT INDICATORS: 

o Number of patrons of publicly owned transit systems 
o Number of cities offering public transportation services 
o Number of systems with reduced fares for senior citizens 
o Percentage of passenger increases -

- Portland 
- Salem 
- Eugene 

INDICES; 

o Conduct special public transportation studies and prepare reports 
o h'ovide technical advice to small cities interested h1 offevoinq 

public transportation services -
- number of cities 

(' pate in ari hear·lngs and meet-inqs lr'e'lat·;ivQ to pubi lt i.:1'c;.:Y·' 



MOTOR VEHICLES DIVISION 

OBJECTIVES: 

Reduce loss of life and property due to unsafe driving and collect 
fuels tax and automobile licensing and registration revenues. 

PROGRAMS OR ACTIVITIES: 

Administration - develop agency goals and provide agency personnel with 
the tools they need to accomplish these goals. 

Administrative Services - Provide agency support including accounting, 
supply, records, correspondence, data processing and fuels tax 
collection and audit. 

Field Services - administer examination of vision, motor vehicle law 
and driving skills and collect drivers' license and registration fees 
within communities. 

Traffic Safety -determine financial responsibility of drivers involved 
in accidents ahd conduct and develop.driver improvement programs. 

RECOMMENDED PROGRAM LEVEL: 

Narrative of budget recommendations for level of effort. 

ADMINISTRATION 

OUTPUT INDICATORS: None identified 

WORKLOAD INDICES: None identified 

ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES 

OUTPUT INDICATORS: None identified 

WORKLOAD INDICES: None identified 
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FIELD SERVICES 

OUTPUT INDICATORS: None identified 

WORKLOAD INDICES: 

o Number of vehicle title applications processed 
o Number of vehicle registration applications processed 
o Number of driver license permit applications proc~ssed 
o Number of driver examinations 
o Number of dealer, transporter and wrecker licenses processed 

TRAFFIC SAFETY PROGRAM 

OUTPUT INDICATORS: None identified 

WORKLOAD INDICES: 

o Number of driver improvement interviews 
o Number of driver improvement letters 
o Number of driver improvement education courses completed 
o Number of insurance certificates filed and cancellations process~ 
o Number of licenses suspended 
o Number of vehicles inspected for safety 
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PORTS DIVISION 

OBJECTIVES: 

Assure coordinated planning for the development of the state's port 
regions and assure the highest quality in local port district 
deve l opmenL 

PROGRAMS OR ACTIVITIES: 
' Assure and assist coordinated planning activities and communications 

between individual ports, port regions and other governmental agencies; 
assist other agencies in studies relating to Oregon's port districts; 
assist local port authorities by developing needed information; and 
administer procedure for formation of port authorities. 

RECOMr1ENDED PROGRAM LEVEL: 

Narrative of budget recommendations for level of effort. 

OUTPUT INDICATORS: None identified 

WORKLOAD INDICES: None identified 
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TRAFFIC SAFETY COMMISSION 

OBJECTIVES: 

Promote traffic safety in the state. 

PROGRAMS OR ACTIVITIES: 

Provide grants to state agencies and local governments to maintain 
traffic safety program, provide funds for traffic safety research, 
coordinate traffic safety activities with state agencies and advise 
judiciary and law enforcement personnel on traffic safety. 

REC0~1MENDED PROGRAM LEVEL: 

Narrative of budget recommendations for level of effort. 

OUTPUT INDICATORS: 

o Reduce number of fatalities per 100 million miles traveled 

WORKLOAD INDICES: 

o Number of federally financed local projects 
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TRAVEL INFORMATION COUNCIL 

OBJECTIVES: 

Provide a comprehensive motorist information program that will serve 
the traveling pub 1 i c and benefit pub 1 i c safety on Oregon's highways. 
Promulgate regulations to preserve the natural beauty of Oregon's 
highways and adjacent areas. 

PROGRAMS OR ACTIVITIES: 

Develop a Motorist Information program and a Sign Plaza program and 
promulgate regulations to control on-premise signs and signing in 
unzoned commercial and industrial areas. 

RECOMMENDED PROGRAM LEVEL: 

Narrative of budget recommendations for level of effort. 

OUTPUT INDICATORS: None Identified 

WORKLOAD INDICES: 

o Number of on-premise sign variance requests reviewed 
o Number of unzoned commercial-industrial area sign applications processed 
o Number of gas station and food and lodging motorist information sign 

waiver requests reviewed 
o Number of motorist information signs erected 
o Number of directional signs erected 
o Number of sign plazas designed 
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PENNSYLVANIA 

The core of Pennsylvania's program planning and budgeting system is 

a multi-year program planning process, which is integrated directly into 

the annual budgeting process. The main components of the system are 

statewide and agency program structures, statewide and agency program 

plans, gubernatorial policy guidelines, and a procedure for revising 

authorized programs. It is, of course, very similar to Michigan's structure. 

The program structure is based on general government-wide goals and, 

i11 some instances, transcend organizational lines. Following is an outHne 

of the basic structure: 

PROGRAM 

I 
I 

I 
CATEGORY CATEGORY 

I 
I I 

SUB-CATEGORY SUB-CATEGORY 

I 
I 

I 
ELEMENT ELEMENT 

goals 

objectives 
program measures 
program analysis 

output indicator 

The 1972-1973 fiscal year budget for the Tr&nsportat·ion a.nct Com,mmici!tio·c: 

-rr,,,)O~m adheres closely to the above format, although it does not incl 

to the element level,, nor does it inclvde tile ol!tput 

:'-.If 

the State also specifies that a final statement projecting "needs" and 

"demands" over the next five years be prepared and included with the 

executhe budget, however, this was not available for the 1973-74 
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PROGRAM 

PENNSYLVANIA 

TRANSPORTATION AND COMMUNICATION PROGRAM STRUCTURE 

CATEGORY SUB-CATEGORY 

General Administration----- General Administration & Support 
& Support 

Urban Passenger 
Transportation 

-========Highways - Mass Transit 

Urban Inter Moda 1 Transfer ---Port Faci 1 iti es 

Inter-Urban Passenger .. .======:E::::::==::: Highways 
Transportation ~Mass Transit 

Air 

Inter-Urban Cargo -========::_Highways 
Transport Air 
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CATEGORY: GENERAL ADMINISTRATION AND SUPPORT 

GOAL: To provide an effective administrative system through which 
the substantive goals and objectives of the Commonwealth can 
be achieved. 

This category contains those necessary services which cannot reasonably be 
charged directly to special substantive programs due to their generalized 
nature. Such services include overall executive direction, manpower 
management, management information processing, procurement and distribution 
services, as well as other technical office support functions. 

SUBCATEGORY: General Administration and Support 

013J ECTI V E: 

To provide an effective administrat-ive system through which 
the substantive programs of the Commonwealth can be achieved. 

PROGRAM ANALYSIS: 

Narrative summary of the activities of this subcategory. 
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CATEGORY: URBAN PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION 

GOAL: To provide, within urban areas, reasonably accessible means 
of moving people between their residences and the places 
where they work, shop, conduct business, or use recreational 
areas. The facilities engaged in moving people are to be 
designed and implemented in a coordinated network, recognizing 
that the mix between highways and mass transit can be used to 
shape the pattern and intensity of future urban growth in 
Pennsylvania's metropolitan areas. 

SUBCATEGORY: URBAN PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION - HIGHWAYS 

OBJECTIVE: 

To connect residential neighborhoods and employment centers 
with an urban highway network capable of handling peak-hour 
traffic demand. 

PROGRAM MEASURES: 

o Passenger losses attributable to substandard urban highways 
Time 
Operating costs 
Accident costs 

o Passenger travel on urban highways (billions of vehicle miles) 
Total travel 
Percent of all urban trips 
Travel on substandard highways 

o Miles of urban highways 
Total maintained 
Substandard 
Brought up to standard 

PROGRAM ANALYSIS: 

The program analysis for this subcategory is included here in 
its entirety as it is considered especially relevant. 

Today' s urban highway network fa 11 s far short of the objective 
stated above of adequately handling peak-hour traffic demand. During 
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rush hours congestion reigns supreme on our city streets, with most 
urban traffic travelling on capacity-deficient roads, while commuting 
speeds fall drastically. The new highways ostensibly built to alleviate 
this congestion tend to fill up as fast as they are built and only 
exacerbate the situation. 

Meanwhile, the automobile continues to bring significant and 
increasing, undesirable social byproducts into the urban environment. 
Motor vehicles are the greatest singl.e source of air pollution, producing 
up to 90% of all air pollution in some locations, over 60% nationwide. 
Vehicle-related facilities - roads and streets, parking, service 
stations, etc. ~ have become the dominant land use in most center cities, 
contributing to a diminishing tax base. Traffic deaths and injuries, 
incessant noise pollution, and increasing vehicular usage of rapidly
diminishing oil reserves are additional external results of an over
developed urban highway system. 

This dominance of the automobile markedly discriminates against 
under-privileged. While nine-tenths of all urban trips are made by cars, 
approximately one-fourth of Pennsylvania's adult population doesn't drive 
a car. In a recent year less than half of all black households and less 
than half of all families having incomes of under $4,000 owned automobiles, 
yet urban highways have typically been built through low income and minority 
neighborhoods simply because the land was cheaper to acquire. Despite 
auto ownership in center city Philadelphia of only 0.65 autos per family 
compared to 1.20 for the metropolitan area as a whole, center city 
!'esidents must bear to a far greater degree than their suburban ne·ighbm·s 
the external effects of the automobile. 

Even the positive effects claimed for urban highways are debatable .. 
The massive "demand" for urban highways supposedly reflected in the 
progl~am measures above in terms of vehicle miles of travel and percent 
of urban trips by automobile are arguably more a function of lack of 
alternative than of need. Economic arguments--the new industries, jobs, 
payrolls, and sales supposedly attracted by new and improved highways~~ 
lose validity to the extent that the phenomenon involved is often 
simply industries, jobs, payrolls, and sales transferdng from om: 
location to another, particularly from a dying center city out to "its 
~:.;uburbs" 

Time savings associated with improved highways is a nebuious 
tic'''"'" and are probably never actually achieved in the mogni clil i 
.,,,,w:e sav·ings are typically calculated only befol'e, but not il , 

11CVI road is built. In rea 1 i ty the new and improved highways tend to 
create their own new demand, fill up as fast as they are opened, and 
the nev.; congestion results in little provable savings for· 1Jser'S. 
S·7 l this ·lack of meaningful a bF!nefit ana ~ys_is 
,.,-... c;.~ -2.rgurucnt fuv' cl,l·~mtt.'d ~.: 

l.e it is genet'a lly assumed tllat ghways have a beneficial 
effect on land values in their vicinity and that the resultant increa 
tax revenues compensate for the lost land, there are indications tha.t 
residential property values are becoming increasingly sensitive to the 
noise and air pollution resulting from close proximity to hiqhways. 



The "miles of urban highways" data shown in the Program Measures 
have been revised since last year to reflect updated urban-rural 
definitions. PennDOT has not yet made the corresponding adjustments 
to the travel and loss data. 

The pressures to reduce reliance upon the personal automobile 
are ever increasing. In Pennsylvania's largest city, at least, 
limiting traffic is no longer simply an alternative that requires 
exploration. Philadelphia, according to Federal Environmental Protection 
Administration (EPA) officials, must reduce its vehicle traffic in order 
to meet air pollution ceilings mandated by law to be achieved by 1975. 
Even if automobile manufacturers meet their 1975 exhaust emission 
standards, the city will be unable to lower the carbon monoxide content 
of the air in its streets to the designated level without adopting 
extraordinary, innovative, demand-reducing measures. The EPA has 
outlined some of the options available: placing a heavy tax on off
street parking; increasing bridge tolls; stiffening on-street parking 
regulations; mandatory car pools; or even outright prohibition of 
automobiles during peak traffic hours. 

If highways are to become a too·l for the development of our 
urban areas, rather than a cause of their destruction, all the technology 
and planning skills at our disposal must be utilized to their fullest. 
The emphasis must shift to mov·ing people, not vehicles, to protecting 
and enhancing the environment, not ignoring or dismissing the unwanted 
side-effects of an overreliance on highways. 
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SUBCATEGORY: URBAN PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION - MASS TRANSIT 

OBJECTIVE: 

To provide frequent, fast, inexpensive transit services 
between residential neighborhoods and employment centers 
at a level sufficient to alleviate prevailing pressures 
on urban road systems caused by congestion and lack of 
parking facilities. 

PROGRAM MEASURES: 

o Mass transit person-trips 
Millions annually 
Percent of all urban trips 

o Passengers carried by State-assisted carriers 
Millions annually 

PROGRAM ANALYSIS: 

Percent of all transit passengers 
Percent of all urban trips 

Narrative analysis of the problems, primarily, which exist 
with mass transit systems today. 



CATEGORY: URBAN CARGO TRANSPORT 

GOAL: To provide reasonably accessible means for moving the cargo 
necessary to support commercial and industrial activities in 
urban areas. 

SUBCATEGORY: URBAN CARGO TRANSPORT - HIGHWAYS 

OBJECTIVE: 

To connect urban cargo-activity centers with a network of 
roads capable of handling heavy truck traffic. 

PROGRAM MEASURES: 

o Cargo losses attributable to substandard urban highways 
Time 
Operating Costs 

o Cargo travel on urban highways (billions of vehicle-miles) 
Total travel 
Travel on substandard highways 

o Miles of urban highways 
Total maintained 
Substandard 
Brought up to standard 

PROGRAM ANALYSIS: 

Narrative 
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CATEGORY: URBAN INTER-MODAL TRANSFER 

GOAL: To provide passenger and cargo facilities which coordinate 
the various modes of transportation serving urban areas with 
the larger transportation systems feeding urban areas. The 
interacting effects of all of the various modes of 
transportation should be considered within this category: 
airports, port facilities, and truck, bus and rail terminals. 

SUBCATEGORY: PORT FACILITIES 

OBJECTIVE: 

To promote utilization of the Ports of Philadelphia and Erie, 
and our navigable rivers, by shippers and freight forwarders, 
thereby stimulating Pennsylvania's economy while maintaining 
an effective inter-modal link in the Commonwealth's 
transportation system. 

PROGRAM MEASURES: 

a Value of cargo handled 
Port of Philadelphia 
Port of Erie 

" Cargo received {thousands of short tons) 
Port of Philadelphia 
Port of Erie 

• Cargo shipped (thousands of short tons) 
Port of Philadelphia 
Port of Erie 

PROGRAM ANALYSIS: 

Narrative 
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CATEGORY: INTER-URBAN PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION 

GOAL: To provide a system of integrated transportation modes 
connecting rural areas and centers of population, sufficient 
to serve the needs of a 11 citizens of the Commonwealth. 

SUBCATEGORY: INTER-URBAN PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION - HIGHWAYS 

OBJECTIVE: 

To connect the major urban-activity centers with each other, 
with rural, farm, mining, and forest centers, and w'ith 
recreational areas; to provide mobility to rural Pennsylvanians; 
and to provide a highway system capable of serving traffic 
entering or crossing the State from other parts of the nation. 

PROGRAM MEASURES: 

o Passenger losses attributable to substandard inter-urban 
highways 

Time 
Operating costs 
Accident costs 

o Passenger travel on inter-urban highways (billions of 
vehicle miles) 

Total travel 
Percent of all inter-urban trips 
Travel on substandard highways 

o Miles of inter-urban highways 
Total maintained 
Substandard 
Brought up to standard 

PROGRAM ANALYSIS: 

Narrative 
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SUBCATEGORY: INTER-URBAN PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION - MASS TRANSIT 

OBJECTIVE: 

To facilitate the development of improved mass transit 
service between major urban areas of the Commonwealth, 
thus providing relief for the frequent utilization 
beyond capacity of intercity highway and air systems. 

PROGRAM MEASURES: 

o Present intercity passenger rail trips 

o Potential new and diverted intercity passenger rail trips 

PROGRAM ANALYSIS: 

Narrative 

SUBCATEGORY: INTER-URBAN PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION - AIR 

OBJECTIVE: 

To promote the development of a system of airport 
facilities adequate to meet the needs of the 
Commonwealth's citizens. 

PROGRI\t~ MEASURES: 

o Airports in Pennsylvania 
Total 
Substandard 
Brought up to standanl 

o Passengers on scheduled ai1·lines 

o Percent of total inter-city trips 

PROGRAM ANALYSIS: 

Narrative 
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CATEGORY: INTER-URBAN CARGO TRANSPORT 

GOAL: To provide for mobility of cargo to and between populated 
areas and points in between at a rate sufficient to maintain 
or increase the comnercial, industrial, and agricultural 
activity of those areas. 

SUBCATEGORY: INTER-URBAN CARGO TRANSPORT - HIGHWAYS 

OBJECTIVE: 

To connect centers of population, farm, produce, and 
commercia 1 areas, and recreation centers with a netv10rk 
of roads capable of handling the trucking and bus freight 
traffic necessary to sustain the Commonwealth's economy. 

PROGRAM MEASURES: 

o Cargo losses attributable to substandard inter-urban 
highways (millions of dollars) 

Time 
Operating costs 

o Cargo travel on inter-urban highways (billions of vehicle-miles) 
Total travel 
Travel on substandard highways 

o Miles of inter-urban highways 
Total maintained 
Substandard 
Brought up to standard 

PROGRAM ANALYSIS: 
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SUBCATEGORY: INTER-URBAN CARGO TRANSPORT - AIR 

OBJECTIVE: 

To provide an air-cargo system adequate in size and service 
level to satisfy present and expected future cargo traffic 
demands of the public, industry and commerce. 

PROGRAM MEASURES: 

o Airports in Pennsylvania 
Total 
Substandard 
Brought up to standard 

o State-owned airports 
Operations handled 
Tons of cargo handled 
Percent increase in cargo handled 

PROGRAM ANALYSIS: 

Narrative 
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MINNESOTA 

Minnesota's budget document was not ava i 1 ab 1 e for review, however, 

data given here was obtained in a discussion with Mr. Steve Wolley, who 

has responsibility for the development of transportation progt·ams in the 

Minnesota Department of Administration, Bureau of Budget and Management. 

Mr. Walley provided a document, entitled "The Functional Analysis of 

State Activities Performed by the Executive Branch." This document was 

prepared for the 1971-73 fiscal year and "refers to the inventory of 

activities of the executive branch ... ,'' Activities with similar 

purposes and objectives have been grouped into major functional categories 

(i.e. Transportation, Education, Environmental Management, etc.), and 

further grouped into sub-functional categories. Several charts are pro

vided for each functional category showing costs and funding sources. Also 

included are graphical presentations of total transportation costs, per

centage cost growth and percentage of total cost increase, all by sub

function. 

This functional structure is shown diagramatically on the following 

page. 

An objective or purpose statement has been provided for each category 

(function, sub-function, sub-subfunction), however, there are no performance 

or other program measures .. 

There is a bill presently before the State legislature to create a 

state Department of Transportation. As yet this year, the Highway Depart

ment has not developed a program budget structure, however, it is in the 

process of development. At present the Department is organized on a 
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functional basis and would remain so even if the bill to create a state 

DOT was passed. No performance measures have been identified in the 

Highway Department. 



Transportation 

MINNESOTA 

FUNCTIONAL CLASSIFICATION OF TRANSPORTATION RELATED ACTIVITIES 

Planning, and Governmental 
and Community Relations 

Transportation Systems..,-----
Design 
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Transportation Planning 

Policy Formulation & Legislative Liaison 
Land Use Planning 
Community and Agency Liaison 
Comprehensive Transportation System Planning 
Local Road and Street Assistance 
Corridor Studies 
Construction Needs, Priorities & Programming 
Public Information 

Airport Planning 
Informational Services 
Community Advisory & Project Programming Services 

Road Design 
Location & Preliminary Engineering 
Right-of-way Acquisition 
Bridge Design 
Right-of-way Appraisal 
Materials Analysis 
Construction Specifications & Provisions 

Project Programming 



NNESDTJ\ 

FUNCTIONJl,L CL~SSIFICATION OF TRMISPORTATION REUUED ACTIVITIES 

Transportation System 
Construction 

·~ Tr·ansportation 
Operation 

System 

Contract Administration 
. Roadway Construction 

Bridge Construction 
Materials Inspection 
State Forces Betterments 

Construction Airport Facilities 
Landing Strip System, Construction of 
Secondary System Airports, Construction of 
Other Airport Improvements 
Key System Airports 
Construction of Navigational Aids 

Roadway Surface Maintenance 
Snow and Ice Constrol 
Roadside and Shoulder ~·laintenance and Services 

-
------------ Bridge and Structures Maintenance 

Traffic Services 
Regulation 
Operation of Weigh Stations 

Maintenance of Airports 
Maintenance of Navigational Aids 



VERMONT 

Vermont was one of the five part·icipating states in the State and 

Local Finances (5-5-5) Project, however, it wou"ld appear that very little 

progress has been made in the state toward developing a comprehensive PPB 

system. Programs are modally oriented .. The budget does include a 

narrative description for each program along with objectives and 

accomplishment indicators. Five-year cost projections are given for each 

1 ine item. 
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PROGRAM DEPARTMENTS 
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------- Hi g hways 

Transportation,_,..~--
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PROGRAM STRUCTURE 

TRANSPORTI\.TION 

t-1AJOR GROUPS 

Administration 
Construction State Highway System 

__ ,.,"; ntenance State Highway System 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~Construction and Maintenance - State Aid Highway Forests and Parks Roads 
State Highway Garage 
Building Maintenance 
Railroad Overpasses and Grade Crossings 
Junkyards, Licensing, Control and Screening 

cial Business Directional Signs and Plazas 

~Vermont Aeronautics 
Aeronautics 

Board-~ Airport Maintenance 
Airport Development 

' 
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TRANSPORTATION 

DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS: 

The Department of Highways is charged to provide for the people of 
Vermont, a system of State Highways which. shall, by: (l) construction 
of new highways, and (2) maintenance of highways, contribute to the 
orderly economic development of the State and to the welfare of its 
citizens. 

OBJECTIVES: 

o To construct new highways and reconstruct existing facilities with 
due and careful consideration of: (1) economic potential, (2) 
sufficiency ratings, (3) fully adequate standards of engineering, 
(4) safety factors, (5) relationship to total system, (6) continuity 
of route improvement, (7) geographic location, (8) availability of 
fi sea 1 resources, and ( 9) exercise of social res pons i bil i ty. 

o To maintain the State Highway System in a manner that will provide 
for the traveling public, safe, convenient, and adequate passage 
under all weather conditions. 

o To assist local jurisdictions through provision of administrative 
and technical services required by their State-Aid and Town Highway 
programs. 

o To design, construct, and maintain each project wjth a view to 
preservation and enhancement of the environmental and ecological 
characteristics of the area in which the project lies. 

"To keep the Vermont public, the Legislature, and the Governor 
continuously informed of the Departmental programs and their progress. 

• To accomplish the above objectives in an economical manner, within 
the resources provided by the Legislature for such purposes. 

MAJOR GROUPS: 

Administration: Represents administrative and supervisory activities not 
directly related to State Highway, State Aid or Town Highway 
construction or maintenance programs. Such activities include: 
(l) the Highway Board, (2) offices of the Commissioner, Chief Engineer, 
and Director of Administration, (3) major Division Heads and 
administrative or supervisory duties in Divisions and Highway Districts. 

ACCOMPLISHMENT INDICATOR: 

Percent of Expenditure of Total Highway Program 
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DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS (Cont'd) 

Construction State Highway System: Covers the building and rebuilding of 
the Primary, Secondary, Urban and Interstate Highway Systems. Activities 
include necessary planning, preliminary engineering, right-of-way 
acquisition and construction. 

ACCQt.1PLISHMENT INDIL'\TORS: 

o Miles Under Construction 
o Laboratory Test Reports 
o Drilling Footage - Feet 
o Properties Acquired 

Maintenance State Highway System: Provides for the preservation and upkeep 
of existing State Highways and Interstate Highways. Functions inc"lude 
required repairs, preventive maintenance, traffic control, rest area 
activities and routine maintenance .. 

ACCOMPLISHMENT INDICATOR: 

o State System and Interstate Miles to be Maintained 

Constn1ction and Maintenance - State Aid Highway: Supports the buildinq, 
--·-----re11uHCling, p1·eservation and upkeep of State Aid Highways. Duties 

include planning, design, construction and continuing prevent·ive and 
routine maintenance. 

ACCO~lPLISHMENT INDICATORS: 

o State Aid Highway Mileages 
o Town Highway Mileages 

Forests and Parks Roads: Covers construction and maintenance of r·oa'h in 
~---StaTe forest areas and in State pat'k areas. Administration of Uris 

program -is the responsibility of the Commissioner of Fore:,t·i ··! 

ACCOMPLISHMENT INDICATOR: 

" Mi 1 es of Forest and P~rk Roads Mcilnta i ned 

StotE: H_i yrn~ay Garctge; Covers the procurement, maintenance and repair of 
vehicles and construction equipment utilized by the State Highway 
Department primarily in maintenance opet'ations on the State fl'iqhw1y 
and Interstate Highway Systems. 

ACCOMPLI SH~~ENT INDICATORS: 

None 
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DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS (Cont'd) 

Building Maintenance: Covers maintenance and erection of small storage 
facilities necessary to the operation of the Department. 

ACCOMPLISHMENT INDICATOR: 

o Maintenance of Highway Buildings- Square Feet 

Railroad Overpasses and Grade Crossings: Covers maintenance, repair, 
replacement and installation of structures and grade crossings 
carrying highways over the Rutland Railroad as leased to Vermont 
Railway, Inc. 

ACCOMPLISHMENT INDICATOR: 

None 

Junkyards, Licensing, Control and Screening: Covers disposal of all junk 
vehicles, etc., and licensing, control and screening of all junkyards 
as authorized by Title 24 which provides for Federal cost participation 
in these activities. 

ACCOMPLISHMENT INDICATOR: 

o Tons of Bulky Metallic Waste Material Disposed 

Official Business Directional Signs and Plazas: Under the direction of 
the Travel Information Council, furnish, erect and maintain Official 
Business Directional Signs. 
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VERMONT AERONAUTICS BOARD: 

The Vermont Aeronautics Board supervises and regulates aeronautics 
within the state and aids in the development and maintenance of 
airports. 

PROGRAMS: 

Aeronautics: The enforcement of aeronautics 1 aws and regulations r·e 1 a ted 
to investigation of aircraft accidents, searches for lost aircraft, 
registration of aircraft and airmen, licensing of air schools, 
approval of dusting and spraying, approval of helicopter operations 
and speci a 1 activities such as air shows and parachute jumps, maintain 
liaison with airlines on level of service. 

1\CCGr1PUSHI~ENT INDICATORS: 

o Enforcement of Aeronautics Statutes (Aeronautics Registrations) 

o Air Commerce Scheduled Air Service (OOO's Passengers) 

Airport Maintenance: Operation of all State owned airpor-ts in addition tu 
--- -- pro vi di rig grants to mun i c i pa 1 it i es for maintenance of pub 1 ·i c o. i rport-; ; 

installation and maintenance of air navigational aids throu9h radio 
beacons and stations located at Vermont airports. 

ACCOMPLISHMENT INDICATORS: 

o Maintenance of Paved Areas (100 sq. yds) 
o Maintenance of Turf Areas ( '100 sq. yds) 
o Operation and Maintenance of State Nav---Aids 

1:\"i_rp_o_('_!;__Q§!_IIelQQment: Aid in the development of airports. This is cion:~ 
through piH"t i d pa ti on w·i th feder·a 1 and h:Jcal gm1:e>rnnents, th 
local governments only and through construction wholly with state 
funds. 

IU;COHPUSHI~ENT INDICATORS: 



NEW YORK 

New York was the first state to adopt a PPB system, and the first to 

d·iscard it. The 1973-1974 fiscal year state budget retains the aspect of 

appropriating funds by programs, which in this structure refer to the major 

subdivisions of the various departments of State Government, i.e., among 

the programs listed for the Department of Transportation are Administration, 

Traffic and Safety, Highway Operation and Maintenance. No performance 

measures, output indicators or need/demand estimators are included. The 

actual appropriations are on a line item bas·is. A narrative description 

of each activity in a program is included. 

PPBS had a curious history in New York. Adopted in 1964, it was 

replaced in 1970 by the PAR System (Program Analysis and Review). As 

originally conceived in New York, PPB was to be a planning process, with 

budgeting only one of its many components. The focus was on the future 

and the language was drawn from planning rather than from budgeting or 

economic analysis. The shift to a budgeting emphasis did not come until 

1968, however, by this time the entire system had fallen into such dis

repute that even a major directional change could not save it. One of 

the primary reasons for its demise was due to the fact that ·although the 

system had top-level rhetorical support in the State, the Governor's 

right arm in planning remained in the Office of the Secretary to the 

Governor. PPB groups were isolated and their activities were never 

totally integrated into either the planning or budgeting process. 

The PAR system which replaced PPB in 1970 attempts no reforms; rather 

it attempts merely to inject some analysis into program and financial 

systems in New York. 
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CALIFORNIA 

California's Programming and Budgeting System (PABS) conforms in most 

essentials to the PPB approach introduced in the federal government. Many 

of the strategies and methods have been similar and differences have been 

terminological rather than procedural or conceptual. 

PABS incorporated a program structure, program memoranda and mult"i "" 

year financial plans. Agencies were to classify their activities into 

program categories and prepare "program statements" that explained the 

objectives of each program and the activities taken to accomplish them. 

"Program memoranda" were to be the analytic components of the PABS system, 

containing the agency's program recommendations., a "I ong with informat"ion on 

ob,iectives and effectiveness and an analysis of program alternatives. 

Nulti -year program statements represented tile p 1 annh1g component of PABS. 

The several planning and analytic documents wel'e to be the informational 

base for the annual budget. Line-item detail was to be eliminated from 

the budget once the program format was fully developed. 

A standard format - based on the sample program budgets ~ was d<,velopelL 

Ttris format contained program information as follm~s; 

1 . <Need <0 why is the program, e 1 ement or component needed 'I 

2. Objective - what is to be accomplished? How do the program 

ob;iecth1es l'!da.te to 

3 .. f.)IJ!£Ut ··· ~lh,~t proodtJCt lS dejivA<cP0i! 

the program be measured? 

the service? 

IL 1\ythorjJ:y - by what or ho1~ is the program authorized? 

5. General Description - how will the department organization be 

used to accomplish the objectives? 



6. Work Plan - what performance standards and workload measures 

are used to indkate levels of performance? 

7. l_nput- what will the program cost? 

As in other states, however, the plans far exceeded the accomplishments. 

The documents produced under the system were never used in the budgeting 

process, and their quality was generally unsatisfactory. In spite of 

training efforts, the fact remained that few administrators in the state 

understood PABS itself, and had even less of an idea of what was expected 

of them in developing the key elements of the system- programs, objectives 

and goals. Too often this lack of understanding led many agency heads to 

the conclusion that the end-product of the system was the technique acquired 

in completing the necessary documents, rather than any innovation in 

budgeting. Another major fault was that, again as in other states, the 

PAB system was never fully integrated into the budget making process; 

rather the established budget practice was left intact, and changes were 

attempted through a planning and analytic system that was tied to the 

budget process. 

Despite its limited applicability, PABS has managed to survive in 

California for the following reasons: 

l. A considerable investment has been made in training. 

2. The Governor has given consistent verbal backing to the system, 

and has used the multi-year agency projections to justify 

his pleas for austerity in the State government. 

3. Separate PABS unit was abolished and its functions were assigned 

to four program staffs. 
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4. Calendar of budget cycle was adjusted to facilitate central 

policy review and program ana'lysis prior to budget preparat'ion. 

5. Budget data system being established, which is envisioned to 

accomodate PABS information in future. 

The FY 74 budget, however, was prepav·ed under the traditional line 

item approach for the Transportation Program (as part of the Business 

Tran.sportati on Agency). 
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MISSOURI 

Missouri's executive budget for fiscal year 1973-1974 shows 

a modally oriented program structure. A program description and 

performance measures have been provided for each program. The 

·''Program Planning and Budget Preparation Manual - 1972-73'' gives 

detailed instructions for developing program objectives; however, 

these are not shown on the budget document. The system seemed to be 

oriented to a "management by objectives" framework. The system was 

focused on program objective statements and performance measures. 

The program objective statement was to be a statement of intended 

program accomplishment for the budget request year. The criteria 

for deve 1 opment of the objective statements was as fo n ows: 

1. An objective should be important. The primary criterion 
for an objective is that it relate to the accomplishment of 
activities that the agency manager considers most important. 
An objective is thus a statement of program results which 
the agency director commits himself to accomplish. The 
number of program objectives will generally be rather 
limited - number (10 or less). 

2. Objectives should be "end" oriented. Objectives are concerned 
with what accomplishments are desired. They are not concerned 
with the means of accomplishment. 

3. Objectives should relate to the fundamental purpose for the 
existence of a program. A program may accomplish many 
different things related to its primary purpose for existence. 
Objectives should be concerned as closely as possible with the 
overall purpose of the program. 

4. Objectives should be realistic and attainable. If an objective 
is to be a standard of expected achievement and if it is to 
motivate an agency, then it should be a challenge but not be 
impossible to attain. An objective should be a realistic 
estimate of what can be attained but it should not be so 
"realistic" that the agency does not have to work to attain it. 
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5. Progress toward achievement of an objective should be 
measurable by identifiable performance indicators. The 
second section of Form 5 calls for the identification of 
measures of the performance of a program objective. 
Objectives and performance indicators are closely inter-

· related. The objective may suggest a performance measure 
and the performance measure may be a refinement of the 
objective. 

The performance measures were to be output oriented, d'irectly 

related to and serve as a measure of program objectives, and be 

quantifiable and readily available on a continuing basis. 
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HAWAII 

The history of PPBS in Hawaii is interesting mainly fv·om the stand

point that this is the only state in which the initial impetus for promotion 

of the system came from the legislative branch of the Government, It is 

also a curious history with the legislature advocating an immediate 

conversion of the budgeting system to a PPB framework and the executive 

advocating a more cautious, considered approach. 

In 1970 the legislature passed the Executive Budget Act, which the 

Governor approved, requiring that budget form~t be based on the concepts 

and techniques of PPB, however, the Executive office has still not been 

able to develop the expertise to comply with the statute. This approach 

requires first of a.1i that a program structure be developed which was still 

in the process of being formalized when the 1971-1973 biennial budget was 

submitted to the legislature. The 1973-1975 budget was not available for 

review, however, since a request for a copy of the transportation budget 

was denied by Senator Inouye's office. 
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ALASKA 

Governor Egan states in his Budget Message to the Legislature that 

A 1 aska is now in its second year using a program budget'i ng procedure, 

however, this is not immediately evident in studying the State's Budget 

Document, Fiscal Year 1973-1974. The various departments of the government 

are shown as program categories and there is a narrative for each prognlm 

which focuses mainly on the sources of funds for the department and lists 

the major Transportation projects either under construction now or planned 

for the near future. No objectives, output indicators or performance 

measures are included for the transportation category, although work is 

apparently in process. 
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